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MORE RESULTS ON REGULAR
ULTRAFILTERS IN ZFC
PAOLO LIPPARINI
Abstract. We prove, in ZFC alone, some new results on regular-
ity and decomposability of ultrafilters; among them:
(a) If m ≥ 1 and the ultrafilter D is (im(λ+n),im(λ+n))-
regular then D is κ-decomposable for some κ with λ ≤ κ ≤ 2λ
(Theorem 4.3(a′)).
(b) If λ is a strong limit cardinal and D is (im(λ
+n),im(λ
+n))-
regular then either D is (cf λ, cf λ)-regular or there are arbitrarily
large κ < λ for which D is κ-decomposable (Theorem 4.3(b)).
(c) Suppose that λ is singular, λ < κ, cf κ 6= cf λ and D is
(λ+, κ)-regular. Then:
(i) D is either (cf λ, cfλ)-regular, or (λ′, κ)-regular for some λ′ <
λ (Theorem 2.2).
(ii) If κ is regular then D is either (λ, κ)-regular, or (ω, κ′)-
regular for every κ′ < κ (Corollary 6.4).
(iii) If either (1) λ is a strong limit cardinal and λ<λ < 2κ, or
(2) λ<λ < κ, then D is either λ-decomposable, or (λ′, κ)-regular
for some λ′ < λ (Theorem 6.5).
(d) If λ is singular, D is (µ, cfλ)-regular and there are arbi-
trarily large ν < λ for which D is ν-decomposable then D is κ-
decomposable for some κ with λ ≤ κ ≤ λ<µ (Theorem 5.1; actu-
ally, our result is stronger and involves a covering number).
(e) D×D′ is (λ, µ)-regular if and only if there is a ν such that D
is (ν, µ)-regular and D′ is (λ, ν′)-regular for all ν′ < ν (Proposition
7.1).
We also list some problems, and furnish applications to topo-
logical spaces and to extended logics (Corollaries 4.6 and 4.8).
1. Introduction
The notion of a (λ, µ)-regular ultrafilter has proven particularly use-
ful in Model Theory, Set Theory and even General Topology, see e.g.
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03C95, 54D20.
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[BS, CK, BF, KSV, Lp1, Lp11]; [CN, KM, Ka, Fo, DN]; [KV, Ca, Ko,
GF, Sa, Lp2, Lp8].
In this paper we are concerned with theorems of the form “every
(λ, µ)-regular ultrafilter is (λ′, µ′)-regular”: many results are known in
this direction, but most of them rely on assumptions not decided by
ZFC (Zermelo-Fraenkel Set Theory with Choice): see [Do, DD] and
[FMS, Fo], [Wo, p. 427-431] for recent advances.
However, some theorems hold without special assumptions: in this
paper we prove some new results of this kind; moreover we furnish
some simplified proofs or slight improvements of known results. We
(try to) collect all known results valid in ZFC alone (that is, that do
not refer to large cardinals, inner models or other special assumptions
of Set Theory). We also state some problems, and deal with the closely
related notion of κ-decomposability.
Apart from the results we prove, and their applications, we hope
to convince the reader that the study of (λ, µ)-regular ultrafilters in
ZFC has some interest in itself, and that many theorems are still to be
discovered. Even those interested solely in independence results might
find some delight in trying to measure the exact consistency strength
of the failure of some natural (but false) generalizations of the results
provable in ZFC. See, e.g., Problems 2.8, 5.6, Remarks 2.4 5.5 and the
comments after Theorems 2.13, 2.15, Question 3.1, Problems 5.2, 6.8,
Proposition 6.7 and Definition 6.9.
Let us recall the basic notions (see [CK, Lp1, CN], or [KM] for other
unexplained notions).
Sµ(X) denotes the set of all subsets of X of cardinality < µ, and
S(X) denotes the set of all subsets of X .
We shall give the definition of (µ, λ)-regularity in several equivalent
forms.
An ultrafilter D is (µ, λ)-regular if and only if
(FORM I) There is a family of λ members of D such that the inter-
section of any µ members of the family is empty.
The above notion is due to [Kei], who gave it in the following equiv-
alent form: an ultrafilter D over I is (µ, λ)-regular if and only if
(FORM II) There is a function f : I → Sµ(λ) such that, for every
α ∈ λ, {i ∈ I|α ∈ f(i)} ∈ D.
The two forma are indeed equivalent. If f is a function as given by
Form II, then define, for α ∈ λ, Xα = {i ∈ I|α ∈ f(i)}. (Xα)α∈λ is
then a family witnessing (µ, λ)-regularity as given by Form I (cf. [Kei,
Lemma 1.2]).
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Conversely, if (Xα)α∈λ is a family witnessing (µ, λ)-regularity as given
by Form I, define f : I → Sµ(λ) by f(i) = {α ∈ λ|i ∈ Xα}. Then f
witnesses (µ, λ)-regularity as given by Form II.
There is a useful (apparently weaker but actually equivalent) version
of Form II.
(FORM II′) There is a function f : I → Sµ(λ) such that |{α ∈ λ|{i ∈
I|α ∈ f(i)} ∈ D}| = λ.
Form II trivially implies Form II′; conversely if Form II′ holds, let
X = {α ∈ λ|{i ∈ I|α ∈ f(i)} ∈ D}, and let f ′(i) = f(i) ∩ X .
Since |X| = λ, then 〈Sµ(X),⊆〉 and 〈Sµ(λ),⊆〉 are isomorphic; thus,
f ′ composed with an isomorphism witnesses the (µ, λ)-regularity of D
as given by Form II.
It is interesting to translate the above equivalent conditions in terms
of the ultrapower of Sµ(λ) taken modulo D. It is immediate (from
Forms II, II′) to see that an ultrafilter D is (µ, λ)-regular if and only if
(FORM III) In the ultrapower
∏
D〈Sµ(λ),⊆, {α}〉α∈λ there is an el-
ement x such that d({α}) ⊆ x, for every α ∈ λ.
Equivalently,
(FORM III′) In the ultrapower
∏
D〈Sµ(λ),⊆, {α}〉α∈λ there is an
element x such that |{α ∈ λ|d({α}) ⊆ x}| = λ.
Here and in what follows d denotes the natural embedding [CK].
The definitions given according to Forms III, III′ are particularly
useful for two reasons: first, we can work in a model of the form
〈Sµ(λ),⊆, . . . 〉 and freely use  Losˇ Theorem. Second, and more impor-
tant, these reformulations allow us to translate arguments concerning
(µ, λ)-regularity of ultrafilters into results about models of the above
kind. This aspect will play no role in the present paper, but we hope
that most results presented here can be generalized to this extended
setting (Problem 8.4). The whole matter is described in detail in [Lp1,
Section 0], and applications are given in [Lp1, Lp3, Lp4] (in some of
those references the order of λ and µ is exchanged). See also [Lp5,
Theorem 2].
In the above definitions we assume that µ and λ are infinite cardinals.
The notion of an (α, µ)-regular ultrafilter can be defined even for α an
ordinal [BK], and some results are indeed theorems in ZFC [Ta], but
we shall not deal with this generalized notion here. See also [Lp5,
Corollary 5].
We now briefly discuss two notions closely related to (µ, λ)-regularity:
λ-descending incompleteness and λ-decomposability. It turns out that
λ-descending incompleteness is equivalent to (cfλ, cfλ)-regularity, so
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that it is nothing but a reformulation of (λ, λ)-regularity (for λ reg-
ular). However, it is useful since it can be defined in terms of the
ultrapower of a linear order (rather than of the partial order Sλ(λ)).
As far as λ-decomposability is concerned, it is equivalent to (λ, λ)-
regularity for λ regular, but it is a stronger notion for λ singular. Es-
sentially, D is λ-decomposable if and only if some quotient of D is
uniform over λ. The main point in applications of decomposability
is that, for essentially all purposes, it is enough to consider uniform
ultrafilters, and any uniform ultrafilter must be uniform on some set:
from the cardinality of such a set we can get information about regu-
larity properties of the ultrafilter; see Remark 1.5(b) below and, e.g.,
the proofs of Proposition 3.3, Theorem 5.1, and Corollary 5.3.
Now for the definitions: D is λ-descendingly incomplete if and only
if there is a decreasing sequence (Xα)α∈λ of sets in D with empty in-
tersection. In terms of ultrapowers, D is λ-descendingly incomplete if
and only if in
∏
D〈λ,<〉 there is an element x such that d(α) < x, for
every α ∈ λ.
An ultrafilter D over I is said to be uniform if and only if |X| = |I|
for every X ∈ D. It is enough to consider uniform ultrafilters because,
were D not uniform, it could be replaced by D|X , with X a set in D
of minimal cardinality. An ultrafilter D over I is principal if and only
if there is i ∈ I such that, for every X ⊆ I, X ∈ D if and only if i ∈ X .
Principal ultrafilters are the trivial ones: if D is principal and uniform,
then |I| = 1.
If D is over I, D is λ-decomposable if and only if there is a partition
of I into λ classes, the union of < λ classes of which never belongs to
D. A partition as above will be called a λ-decomposition (of D). If Π
is a partition of I, we say that Π has κ classes modulo D if and only if
κ is the least cardinal for which there is X ∈ D such that Π restricted
to X has κ classes. Notice that, if this is the case, then Π induces a
κ-decomposition of D: just consider Π′ = Π|X ∪ {I \X}. It is easy to
see that D is λ-decomposable if and only if there is a function f : I → λ
such that whenever X ⊆ λ and |X| < λ then f−1(X) 6∈ D. Such an
f will be called a λ-decomposition, too. Notice that every ultrafilter is
1-decomposable, and no ultrafilter is m-decomposable for 1 < m < ω.
If D is over I and D′ is over I ′, then D′ ≤ D in the Rudin Keisler
(pre-)order means that there is a surjection f : I → I ′ such thatX ∈ D′
if and only if f−1(X) ∈ D. In the above situation, some authors say
that D′ is a quotient or a projection of D.
We now recall some facts about the above notions; most of these
facts are trivial or easy, but it is hard to find all of them collected in a
single place (most of them can be found in [DJK, Section 4]).
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Properties 1.1. Assume that λ, µ and κ are infinite cardinals.
(i) (µ, λ)-regularity is preserved by making µ larger or λ smaller.
(ii) If D′ is (µ, λ)-regular and D′ ≤ D then D is (µ, λ)-regular.
(iii) D is λ-decomposable if and only if there is a D′ which is uniform
on λ and ≤ D. In particular, every ultrafilter uniform over λ is λ-
decomposable.
(iv) D is λ-descendingly incomplete if and only if it is cf λ-descendingly
incomplete.
(v) Every (cfλ, cfλ)-regular ultrafilter is (λ, λ)-regular.
(vi) Every ultrafilter uniform on λ is (cfλ, cfλ)-regular and (λ, λ)-
regular.
(vii) Every λ-decomposable ultrafilter is (cfλ, cfλ)-regular and (λ, λ)-
regular.
(viii) If λ is regular, then every (λ, λ)-regular ultrafilter is λ-decomposable.
(ix) If λ is regular, then an ultrafilter is λ-decomposable if and only
if it is λ-descendingly incomplete.
(x) If D′ is λ-decomposable and D′ ≤ D then D is λ-decomposable.
(xi) In particular, if λ is regular, then D is (λ, λ)-regular if and only
if D is λ-descendingly incomplete, if and only if D is λ-decomposable,
if and only if there is a D′ which is uniform over λ and ≤ D.
(xii) If D is (µ, λ)-regular, κ is regular, and µ ≤ κ ≤ λ then D is
κ-decomposable.
(xiii) If µ > λ then every ultrafilter is (µ, λ)-regular.
Proof. A proof of (iv) can be found, e.g., in [CN, p. 198–199]; (v) and
(vi) come from [Kei, Lemma 1.3(iv)(iii)]; (vii) is immediate from (iii),
(vi) and (ii). See e.g. [KM, p. 179] for a proof of (viii). (xi) follows
from (iii), (vii), (viii) and (ix). (xii) follows from (i) and (viii). All
other statements are trivial. 
As a consequence of 1.1, most results on regularity of ultrafilters have
many equivalent reformulations. For example:
Consequence 1.2. If κ is a regular cardinal, and µ, λ are cardinals,
then the following are equivalent:
(a) Every ultrafilter uniform on κ is (µ, λ)-regular.
(b) Every κ-decomposable ultrafilter is (µ, λ)-regular.
(c) Every (κ, κ)-regular ultrafilter is (µ, λ)-regular.
Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is immediate from 1.1(xi), since
κ is assumed to be regular. (c)⇒(a) follows from 1.1(vi). Finally, if D
is κ-decomposable, then by 1.1(iii) there is D′ ≤ D, D′ uniform on κ;
if (a) holds then D′ is (µ, λ)-regular, and D, too, is (µ, λ)-regular by
1.1(ii). Thus, (a)⇒(b). 
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Many results on regularity of ultrafilters have the form described in
1.2, and are usually stated as in clause (a). However, we believe that
clause (c) is the most convenient way to state the results. Formally, (c)
is more natural in the sense that involves just one notion, regularity,
rather than two notions, regularity and uniformity (or decomposabil-
ity). For example, a classical result (see Theorem 2.1(b)) states, when
expressed as in clause (a), that
(*) every uniform ultrafilter over κ+ is (κ, κ)-regular.
If we state this result as in clause (c), that is
(**) every (κ+, κ+)-regular ultrafilter is (κ, κ)-regular,
we immediately get that every (κ++, κ++)-regular ultrafilter is (κ, κ)-
regular, a corollary which is not that obvious, if we keep the theorem
in the form (*).
Moreover, in many applications, (c) is what is really used (see Corol-
laries 4.6 and 4.8, as far as this paper is concerned).
The main advantage of clause (c), however, is that it naturally lends
itself to generalizations. We can take a known result in the form
given by (c): every (κ, κ)-regular ultrafilter is (µ, λ)-regular, and try to
see whether it generalizes to: every (κ, κ′)-regular ultrafilter is (µ, λ′)-
regular, for appropriate κ′ ≥ κ and λ′ ≥ λ.
It turns out that usually such a generalized statement holds, and
many examples are provided in the present paper: the statements of
Theorems 2.2, 2.13(ii), 6.5(a), and Proposition 7.3 have all been devised
by applying the above described pattern (there are more possibilities:
see Conjecture 2.16, and Problem 2.20(b)).
The following result has a very easy proof (for example, it is the easy
part of [BK, Theorem 1.3]), but it has many interesting consequences.
Proposition 1.3. If λ is regular and the ultrafilter D is (λ, κ)-regular,
then cf(
∏
D〈λ,<〉) > κ.
The following cardinality result has many consequences, too. It is
just a particular case of [Kei, Theorem 2.1].
Proposition 1.4. If the ultrafilter D is (µ, λ)-regular then |
∏
D 2
<µ| ≥
2λ.
Remarks 1.5. (a) It is also interesting to note that if λ is regular then
the following are equivalent: (i) D is (λ, λ)-regular; (ii) cf(
∏
D〈λ,<〉) >
λ; (iii) cf(
∏
D〈λ,<〉) 6= λ.
(i)⇒(ii) is an instance of Proposition 1.3; (ii)⇒(iii) is trivial, and
(iii) implies that D is λ-descendingly incomplete, hence (λ, λ)-regular
by 1.1(xi).
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Actually, the above remark is the particular case λ = κ of Theorem
2.13(iii).
(a′) If D is over I, λ is regular, and D is (λ, λ)-regular, then |I| ≥ λ.
Indeed, by 1.1(viii), D is λ-decomposable, and by 1.1(iii) there is D′ ≤
D uniform on λ, thus |I| ≥ λ.
Moreover, if D is over I, µ < λ, and D is (µ, λ)-regular, then |I| ≥ λ.
Indeed, by 1.1(i), D is (λ′, λ′)-regular for all λ′ with µ ≤ λ′ ≤ λ. By
the preceding paragraph, we get λ′ ≤ |I| for all regular cardinals λ′
with µ ≤ λ′ ≤ λ, and this implies λ ≤ |I|.
Notice, however, that if µ is singular then every ultrafilter uniform
over cfµ is (µ, µ)-regular, by 1.1(vi)(v) (take λ = cf µ).
(b) A subset X of Sµ(λ) is cofinal if and only if for every y ∈ Sµ(λ)
there is x ∈ X such that y ⊆ x; the minimal cardinality of such an
X is the cofinality of Sµ(λ), and is denoted by cfSµ(λ). Notice that in
Forms II, II′ of the definition of (µ, λ)-regularity we can equivalently
ask that f : I → X , where X is a cofinal subset of Sµ(λ). Similarly,
in Forms III, III′ it is enough to refer to the ultrapower of a cofinal
subset X of Sµ(λ), assuming, without loss of generality, that {α} ∈ X
for every α ∈ λ.
Whence if D is (µ, λ)-regular then there is a (µ, λ)-regular quotient
of D which is uniform over some κ ≤ cfSµ(λ); moreover, if either µ = λ
is regular, or µ < λ then we have κ ≥ λ by (a′). (See also Proposition
6.7(ii).)
In particular, if µ < λ, D is (µ, λ)-regular and cfSµ(λ) = λ then
D is λ-decomposable; this applies, for example, when λ<µ = λ, since
|Sµ(λ)| = λ
<µ; in particular, every (ω, λ)-regular ultrafilter is λ-decomposable.
Notice also that if µ is regular then cfSµ(µ
+n) = µ+n, for every natural
number n.
An ultrafilter D is λ-complete if and only if the intersection of any
family of < λ members of D belongs to D. It is quite easy to show
that if λ > ω, then D is λ-complete if and only if for no infinite λ′ < λ
D is λ′-decomposable, if and only if for no infinite λ′ < λ D is (λ′, λ′)-
regular.
A cardinal λ > ω ismeasurable if and only if there exists a λ-complete
ultrafilter uniform over λ. By the preceding remark and 1.1(iii)(x), if
an ultrafilter D is κ-decomposable for some infinite cardinal κ, the first
such κ is either ω or a measurable cardinal. Moreover, if an ultrafilter
D is (κ, κ)-regular for some infinite cardinal κ, the first such κ is either
ω or a measurable cardinal; this is proved as follows: because of (κ, κ)-
regularity D is not principal, hence uniform over some infinite cardinal,
hence κ′-decomposable for some infinite κ′ (by 1.1(iii)); the first such
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κ′ is either ω or a measurable cardinal, by above, and D is (κ′, κ′)-
regular by 1.1(vii); then D is κ′-complete, and D is not (κ, κ)-regular
for κ < κ′, by the remark after the definition of λ-completeness, thus
κ′ is also the first κ for which D is (κ, κ)-regular.
The cardinal λ > ω is κ-compact if and only if there is a λ-complete
(λ, κ)-regular ultrafilter. λ is strongly compact if and only if it is κ-
compact for all κ. It is well known that the above definitions are
equivalent to the more usual ones (see e.g. [Ket1, Theorems 5.9 and
5.10] or [KM, Section 15]).
We shall sometimes use the following known fact (see e.g. [KM, p.
190]): if λ ≤ κ are regular, and λ is κ-compact then κ<λ = λ. It follows
from the above identity and trivial cardinality arithmetic that if λ is
regular, κ is any cardinal, cf κ ≥ λ and λ is κ′-compact for all κ′ < κ,
then κ<λ = λ still holds. Moreover, if κ is singular, λ is regular, λ is
κ+-compact and cf κ < λ then κ+ ≤ κcf κ ≤ κ<λ ≤ (κ+)<λ = κ+, hence
κ<λ = κ+. In particular, by 1.1(ii) and Remark 1.5(b), if λ is regular,
then λ is κ-compact if and only if there is a λ-complete (λ, κ)-regular
ultrafilter over κ (a fact first stated as Theorem 5.10 in [Ket1]).
We have promised to consider only results in ZFC and, needless to
say, measurable and strongly compact cardinals are large cardinals;
but we shall use them only in order to get counterexamples, that is,
in order to show that certain statements are not theorems of ZFC (as
usual, whenever we mention any such large cardinal, we implicitly as-
sume its consistency). In recent developments of set theory the notion
of supercompactness has played a very central role (see e.g. [Ka]): su-
percompactness is a stronger property than strong compactness and,
in certain respects, it is better behaved; however, in our counterex-
amples we need only the weaker notion of strong compactness. The
relationship between strong compactness and supercompactness has
been analyzed in several recent papers by A. Apter and others; see e.g.
[Ap], and further references there.
Clearly, if there is a measurable cardinal, there are largely irregular
ultrafilters. In most cases, from an irregular ultrafilter, it is possible to
construct a model of set theory with a large cardinal.
Theorem 1.6. [Do, Theorem 4.5] If there is no inner model with a
measurable cardinal then, for every cardinal κ, every ultrafilter uniform
over κ is (ω, κ′)-regular for every κ′ < κ.
It is conceivable that the conclusion in Theorem 1.6 can be improved
to (ω, κ)-regular (the maximum of regularity attainable), but, to the
best of our knowledge, a proof has not been found yet (however, [Do]
contains some more results towards this direction).
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If λ is a limit cardinal and D is an ultrafilter, we say that there are
arbitrarily large ν < λ such that D is ν-decomposable if and only if for
every ν ′ < λ there is ν such that ν ′ < ν < λ and D is ν-decomposable.
Occasionally, we shall use the following principle.
Definition 1.7. If λ is a limit cardinal, U ′(λ) means that for every
ultrafilter D, if there are arbitrarily large ν < λ such that D is ν-
decomposable, then D is (λ, λ)-regular.
Slightly weaker principles have been used in [Lp1, Lp4]. See Defini-
tions 6.9 and the subsequent discussion for the consistency strength of
these principles.
λ+α denotes the αth successor of λ: that is, if λ = ωβ then λ
+α is
ωβ+α. λ
<µ is sup{λµ
′
|µ′ < µ}.
2. From successors to predecessors.
As the main result of this section, we will prove a generalization
(with a new proof) of the following known result.
Theorem 2.1. (a) If the ultrafilter D is (λ+, λ+)-regular, then D is
either (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, or (λ′, λ+)-regular for some regular λ′ ≤ λ.
(b) In particular, every (λ+, λ+)-regular ultrafilter is (λ, λ)-regular.
(b) follows from (a) because of 1.1(v) and 1.1(i). Notice that (a)
is stronger than (b) only in the case when λ is singular. If λ is reg-
ular, then cfλ = λ, hence (cfλ, cfλ)-regularity is the same as (λ, λ)-
regularity, so that (b) implies (a), and, actually, (b) implies that the
first alternative holds in the conclusion of (a).
As we remarked in 1.2, and the comment below, Theorem 2.1 is
usually stated in some equivalent form.
Under instances of GCH, [Ch] proved 2.1(b) for λ regular, and a
slightly weaker form of 2.1(a). Without assuming GCH, Theorem 2.1
is proved in [CˇCˇ, Theorem 1] and [KP, Theorem 2.1]. In the particular
case when λ is regular, case (b) can be obtained also as a consequence of
either [BK, Corollary 1.8] or [Jo], using 1.1(i) and the characterization
of (λ, λ)-regularity given in Remark 1.5(a). See also [CN, Theorem
8.35, Corollary 8.36, and p. 203]. Now we present our generalization
of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.2. If µ ≥ λ+, cf µ 6= cf λ and D is a (λ+, µ)-regular
ultrafilter, then D is either (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, or (λ′, µ)-regular for some
regular λ′ ≤ λ.
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Proof. For every z ⊆ µ with |z| ≤ λ let φ(z,−) : z → λ be an injection;
and for every β < λ let F (z, β) = {α ∈ z|φ(z, α) < β}. Thus, for every
z ⊆ µ and β < λ, |F (z, β)| ≤ |β| < λ.
Let us work in B =
∏
DA, where A is an appropriate expansion of
Sλ+(µ). Suppose that D is (λ
+, µ)-regular, and let x ∈ B witness it
(as given by Form III).
Case (a): there is α < µ such that φB(x, d(α)) >B d(β) for all
β < λ. Then φB(x, d(α)) witnesses the λ-descending incompleteness
of D, hence D is (cfλ, cfλ)-regular because of 1.1(iv) and of 1.1(xi)
(applied with cfλ in place of λ).
Case (b): otherwise. For every α < µ choose some βα < λ such that
φB(x, d(α)) ≤B d(βα).
If we show that there is β < λ such that |{α < µ|φB(x, d(α)) ≤B
d(β)}| = µ then |{α < µ|d({α}) ⊆B FB(x, d(β + 1))}| = µ, and this
implies that D is (|β|+, µ)-regular (Form III′), since FB(x, d(β + 1))
belongs to
∏
D S|β|+(µ).
In order to show the existence of a β as above, consider an increasing
sequence of ordinals (εδ)δ∈cfλ cofinal in λ, and let Xδ = {α < µ|βα <
εδ}. It is enough to show that |Xδ| = µ for some δ ∈ cfλ, since in this
case we can take β = εδ.
Since we are in Case (b),
⋃
δ∈cfλXδ = µ. If cfµ > cfλ then it is trivial
that |Xδ| = µ for some δ ∈ cfλ. Otherwise by hypothesis cfµ < cfλ.
For every ν < µ there is Xδν of cardinality ≥ ν (otherwise there is
ν < µ such that µ ≤ ν · cfλ < µ, absurd). We can consider a sequence
of cfµ-many ν’s converging to µ; then the δν ’s are bounded by some
δ ∈ cfλ, since cfµ < cfλ, and then |Xδ| = µ, since δ
′ < δ implies
Xδ′ ⊆ Xδ. 
Theorem 2.1(a) is the particular case µ = λ+ of Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.2 strengthens the classical result Theorem 2.1 only in the
case when λ is singular: if µ ≥ λ+ and D is (λ+, µ)-regular, then D
is trivially (λ+, λ+)-regular, by 1.1(i), hence (λ, λ)-regular, by Theo-
rem 2.1(b); if λ is regular, (cfλ, cfλ)-regularity is the same as (λ, λ)-
regularity, and we get the first alternative in the conclusion of Theorem
2.2. Anyway, the proof we have given has the advantage of a greater
simplicity (at least, in our opinion).
Remark 2.3. The assumption µ ≥ λ+ is not needed in Theorem 2.2, but
this is the only interesting case. Since every ultrafilter is (λ, µ)-regular
for µ < λ, the theorem is trivially true for µ < λ.
For µ = λ Theorem 2.2 would be false: any ultrafilter is (λ+, λ)-
regular, but any principal ultrafilter is neither (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, nor
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(λ′, λ)-regular for λ′ ≤ λ (of course, the case µ = λ is prevented by the
hypothesis cf µ 6= cf λ).
Remark 2.4. The dichotomy in the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 cannot
be avoided. On one side, if κ is κ+ω+1+α-compact then there is a
(κ+ω+1, κ+ω+1+α)-regular (in fact, (κ, κ+ω+1+α)-regular) ultrafilter D
which is κ-complete, and hence not (ω, ω) = (cfκ+ω, cfκ+ω)-regular.
On the other side, [BM] shows that if it is consistent to have a
κ+-compact cardinal κ then it is consistent to have an (ωω+1, ωω+1)-
regular ultrafilter D which for no n > 0 is (ωn, ωn)-regular (see also
[AH]). Hence, by 1.1(i), for no λ′ < ωω D is (λ
′, ωω+1)-regular.
We do not know the exact consistency strengths (for each α > 0)
of a (λ+, λ+α)-regular ultrafilter which is not (λ, λ+α)-regular (cf. also
Remark 5.5).
We do not know whether the hypothesis cfµ 6= cfλ in Theorem 2.2
can be omitted (when λ is regular the hypothesis is unnecessary, since
we always get (λ, λ)-regularity from (λ+, λ+)-regularity, hence from
(λ+, µ)-regularity). Another case in which cfµ 6= cfλ is not necessary
is presented in Proposition 8.2.
We do not know whether the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be extended
in order to show:
Conjectures 2.5. If µ ≥ λ+n and D is a (λ+n, µ)-regular ultrafilter, then
D is either (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, or (λ′, µ)-regular for some regular λ′ ≤ λ.
If λ is regular Conjecture 2.5 is true: by 1.1(i) we get (λ+n, λ+n)-
regularity, hence (λ, λ)-regularity, by iterating Theorem 2.1(b).
In case n = 0 Conjecture 2.5 has an affirmative answer, too, by the
next proposition. Then Theorem 2.15 implies that Conjecture 2.5 is
true also in case when µ is singular and cf µ < cf λ.
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of [Lp1, Theorem
0.20(iv)].
Proposition 2.6. If λ is singular then every (λ, µ)-regular ultrafilter
is either (cf λ,cf λ)-regular, or (λ′, µ)-regular for some λ′ < λ.
If µ ≥ λ and λ is regular then every (λ, µ)-regular ultrafilter is
(λ, λ) = (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, so that the hypothesis λ singular is not
necessary in 2.6, if µ ≥ λ.
The following proposition is a variation (and relies heavily) on [Do,
Theorem 4.5] (stated here as Theorem 1.6).
Proposition 2.7. If there is no inner model with a measurable car-
dinal, then, for every cardinal λ, every (λ, λ)-regular ultrafilter is both
(cfλ, cfλ)-regular and (ω, ν)-regular, for every ν < cfλ.
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Proof. If λ is regular, the statement in 2.7 is equivalent to the statement
in Theorem 1.6, by 1.2.
If λ is singular, and D is (λ, λ)-regular then, by Proposition 2.6, D
is either (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, or (λ′, λ)-regular for some λ′ < λ.
In the first case, D is cfλ-decomposable by 1.1(viii), and the conclu-
sion follows from Theorem 1.6 (with cfλ in place of κ).
In the second case, there is a regular µ ≥ λ′, with cfλ < µ < λ and
such that D is (µ, λ)-regular (by 1.1(i)), hence D is µ-decomposable by
1.1(xii). By applying Theorem 1.6 with µ in place of κ, we get that D
is (ω, cfλ)-regular (more than requested, by 1.1(i)). 
Essentially, the proof of Proposition 2.7 is implicit in the proof of
[Lp1, Proposition 4.2].
Problem 2.8. Find the exact consistency strength of a (λ, λ)-regular
not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular ultrafilter.
Remark 2.4 gives an example of a (λ, λ)-regular not (cf λ, cf λ)-regular
ultrafilter.
The following theorem, reformulated here using 1.1(xi), is proved in
[Lp11, Corollary 7].
Theorem 2.9. If λ is a singular cardinal and the ultrafilter D is not
(cf λ, cf λ)-regular, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There is λ′ < λ such that D is (κ, κ)-regular for all regular
cardinals κ with λ′ < κ < λ.
(b) D is (λ+, λ+)-regular.
(c) There is λ′ < λ such that D is (λ′, λ+)-regular.
(d) D is (λ, λ)-regular.
(e) There is λ′ < λ such that D is (λ′, λ)-regular.
(f) There is λ′ < λ such that D is (λ′′, λ′′)-regular for every λ′′ with
λ′ < λ′′ < λ.
By Proposition 2.7, if there is a (λ, λ)-regular not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular
ultrafilter then there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal.
Using Theorem 2.9, a much stronger result can be proved.
The principle ✷µ has been introduced by R. Jensen in his study of
the fine structure of L, and is now “ubiquitous in set theory” [SZ]. For
our purposes here, the exact definition of ✷µ is not relevant: we only
need to know the following classical result.
Theorem 2.10. If ✷µ holds then every (µ
+, µ+)-regular ultrafilter is
(κ, κ)-regular, for every κ ≤ µ.
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A proof for the case κ regular can be found, e. g., in [KM, p. 219-
221], using 1.1(xi)(ii), of course. The case κ singular then follows by
1.1(v).
In fact, a stronger result holds: [Do, Theorem 1.4] implies that if
✷
−
µ+
(a principle weaker than ✷µ) holds, then every (µ
+, µ+)-regular
ultrafilter is (ω, µ)-regular, hence κ-decomposable for all κ with ω ≤
κ ≤ µ, by 1.1(i) and Remark 1.5(b).
Proposition 2.11. Suppose that λ is singular, and D is a (λ, λ)-
regular not (cf λ, cf λ)-regular ultrafilter. Then ✷λ fails.
Proof. By Theorem 2.9(d)⇒(b), D is (λ+, λ+)-regular. Suppose by
contradiction that ✷λ holds. Then Theorem 2.10 implies that D is
(cf λ, cf λ)-regular, contradiction. 
As far as we know, the exact consistency strength of the failure of
✷λ for some singular λ has not been evaluated yet. However, [SZ] an-
nounces that in many cases we get the consistency of many Woodin
cardinals. See [SZ, St] and references there for more details. See Propo-
sition 8.6 for a strengthening of Proposition 2.11.
Maybe the following is also true.
Conjectures 2.12. If λ < µ and D is (λ+, µ)-regular then D is either
λ-decomposable, or (λ′, µ)-regular for some regular λ′ ≤ λ.
The significant case in Conjecture 2.12 is when λ is singular. When
λ is regular, we get (λ, λ)-regularity from 1.1(i) and Theorem 2.1(b),
hence λ-decomposability from 1.1(viii), so that the conjecture always
holds when λ is regular.
For λ singular, Conjecture 2.12 is true under some cardinality and
cofinality assumptions: see Theorem 6.5.
The following are proved in [Lp5, Theorem A and Corollary 1] (we
left (ii) as an open problem in the first version of the present paper).
Theorem 2.13. (i) If D is a (λ+, κ)-regular ultrafilter then either:
(a) D is (λ, κ)-regular, or
(b) the cofinality of the linear order
∏
D〈λ,<〉 is cfκ, and D is (λ, κ
′)-
regular for all κ′ < κ.
(ii) In particular, by 1.1(i), every (λ+, κ+)-regular ultrafilter is (λ, κ)-
regular.
(iii) If λ ≤ κ, λ is regular and D is (λ+, κ)-regular then the following
are equivalent:
(a) D is (λ, κ)-regular; (b) the cofinality of
∏
D〈λ,<〉 is > κ; (c) the
cofinality of
∏
D〈λ,<〉 is 6= cfκ.
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Shortly after [Lp5] was published, we realized that Theorem 2.13
can be proved also by a slight extension of the techniques in [Pr2]. The
equivalence of (a) and (b) in Theorem 2.13(iii) is due to [BK].
[FMS] shows that, modulo the consistency of (something less than)
a huge cardinal, for every regular λ it is consistent to have a (λ+, λ+)-
regular not (λ, λ+)-regular ultrafilter (see also [Ka2] [Hu], [Wo, p. 427-
431]).
Even more irregular ultrafilters have been constructed by M. Fore-
man [Fo]: modulo some large cardinal consistency assumption, it is con-
sistent to have a uniform ultrafilter D over ω2 such that |
∏
D ω| = ω1
([Fo, Corollary 3.2]); as remarked by Foreman, the above identity im-
plies |
∏
D ω1| = ω2, and the same argument gives |
∏
D ω2| = ω3. No-
tice also that if D is uniform over ω2 and |
∏
D ω| = ω1 then D is
not be (ω, ω1)-regular, because of [Kei, Theorem 2.1] (see Proposition
1.4 here); moreover, D is not (ω1, ω2)-regular, by Theorem 2.13(ii), or
by easy cardinality considerations. On the other hand, D is (ω2, ω2)-
regular by 1.1(vi), (ω1, ω1)-regular and (ω, ω)-regular by Theorem 2.1(b).
Since by Proposition 1.4 ω1 = |
∏
D ω| ≥ 2
ω ≥ ω1, we get 2
ω = ω1,
hence 2ω1 = ω2, by Theorem 2.18(ii), hence also 2
ω2 = ω3, again by
2.18.
It should be mentioned that the construction of an irregular ultrafil-
ter is only one among many other important applications of results in
[Fo]. According to [Fo], the problem of whether similar results can be
obtained for ωn (2 < n < ω) in place of ω2 looks like only a “technical
problem”, but perhaps not. Thus we do not know whether for n > 2 it is
consistent to have some ultrafilter uniform over ωn not (ω, ω1)-regular.
An infinitary generalization of Foreman’s result, if possible, probably
would be more than a “technical problem”!
Problem 2.14. Is it consistent to have an ultrafilterD which is (ωn, ωn)-
regular, for every n < ω, but which for no n < ω is (ωn, ωn+1)-regular?
(see the remark after Proposition 7.4)
Can we get |
∏
D ωn| = ωn+1 for all n ∈ ω?
Be that as it may, the situation changes for singular cardinals.
Theorem 2.15. (i) [Ka1, Corollary 2.4] If λ is singular then every
(λ+, λ+)-regular ultrafilter is (λ, λ+)-regular.
(ii) [Lp5, Corollary B] Suppose that κ is a singular cardinal, κ > λ
and either λ is regular, or cfκ < cfλ. Then every (λ+n, κ)-regular
ultrafilter is (λ, κ)-regular.
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Notice that the conclusion in Theorem 2.15(i) cannot be improved to
“there is λ′ < λ such that D is (λ′, λ+)-regular”, because of the result
from [BM] mentioned in Remark 2.4.
Similarly, the conclusion in Theorem 2.15(ii) cannot be improved to
“there is λ′ < λ such that D is (λ′, κ)-regular”: if there are ω1 strongly
compact cardinals, say λα (α ∈ ω1), λα increasing, let λ = supα∈ω1 λα
and let κ be any cardinal > λ (in particular, we can have cf κ = ω). For
each α ∈ ω1 there is an ultrafilter Dα which is (λα, κ)-regular and not
(ν, ν)-regular for all ν < λα. Let D be uniform over ω1, and consider
the sum D′ =
∑
DDα (see Section 7 for the definition). By Proposition
7.4(c) (with µ = ν = κ, using 1.1(i)(xiii)) D′ is (λ, κ)-regular; by 7.4(d)
D is not (λ′, λ′)-regular, for every regular cardinal λ′ with ω1 < λ
′ < λ,
hence not (λ′, κ)-regular for every λ′ < λ, by 1.1(i).
We expect that just one strongly compact cardinal is sufficient in
order to obtain a counterexample as above: if λ is λ+α-compact then
it is probably possible to make λ singular (by some variation on Prikry
forcing [Pr1]) in such a way that in the resulting model there is a
(λ, λ+α)-regular ultrafilter which for no λ′ < λ is (λ′, λ+α)-regular.
Notice also that 2.1(b) and 2.15(i) imply that if λ is singular and
n > 0 then every (λ+n, λ+n)-regular ultrafilter is (λ, λ+)-regular.
In Theorem 2.15(ii) the hypothesis “κ is a singular cardinal” cannot
be weakened to “κ is a limit cardinal”: see Remark 5.5.
Conjectures 2.16. If λ is singular and λ < µ then every (λ+, µ)-regular
ultrafilter is (λ, µ)-regular (maybe some assumption on cfµ is necessary,
say cfµ 6= cfλ, or some similar condition).
A positive answer to Conjecture 2.16 would encompass (the case
when λ is singular of) Theorem 2.2, in view of Proposition 2.6. Thus,
the dichotomy in the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 might depend only on
the dichotomy in the conclusion of 2.6. Also, an affirmative solution to
Conjecture 2.16 with no assumption on cfµ would make the assumption
cfµ 6= cfλ in Theorem 2.2 unnecessary. Theorem 2.15(ii) shows that if
Conjecture 2.16 is true whenever cfλ ≤ cfµ then it is true for every λ
and µ. See Theorem 2.15, Corollary 6.4 and Propositions 6.7 and 8.2
for partial answers to Conjecture 2.16.
Problem 2.17. The proof of Theorem 2.15(i) uses notions of a large
cardinal nature, as least functions, weak normality, and the like (see
Section 6). Is there a simpler proof which makes use of elementary
arguments only?
Also the following results can be proved:
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Theorem 2.18. (a) ([BK, Corollary 2.2], [Ket, Theorem 1.11]) If 2κ =
κ+ and 2κ
+
> κ++ then every (κ+, κ+)-regular ultrafilter is (κ, κ+)-
regular.
(b) If 2κ
+n
= κ+n+1 and 2κ
+n+1
> κ+n+2 then every (κ+n+1, κ+n+1)-
regular ultrafilter is (κ, κ+)-regular.
(c) [JP, Theorem 7.2.1] If ωω1 > 2
ω > ω1 and 2
ω1 > 2ω then every
(ω1, ω1)-regular ultrafilter is (ω, ω1)-regular.
Proof of (b). Suppose that D is (κ+n+1, κ+n+1)-regular. By (a) (with
κ+n in place of κ) D is (κ+n, κ+n+1)-regular. Now apply Theorem
2.13(ii) n times. 
For sake of completeness we shall mention also the following result,
though it deals with (moderately) large cardinals.
Theorem 2.19. [CˇCˇ]; see also [Pr, Theorem 3.1] If κ is inaccessible
and not ω-Mahlo, or is weakly inaccessible and not ω-weakly-Mahlo
then every (κ, κ)-regular ultrafilter is either (λ, κ)-regular for some λ <
κ, or (λ, λ)-regular for all λ < κ.
Problems 2.20. (a) Does Theorem 2.19 apply to more inaccessible
cardinals (for example, to κ’s which are not ω+1-Mahlo)? It probably
applies to more cardinals (see [Ha]), but [Shr] imposes limitations.
(b) We do not know whether a two cardinals version of 2.19 holds,
that is whether (for κ as in the statement of 2.19, and appropriate κ′)
it is true that every (κ, κ′)-regular ultrafilter is either (λ, κ′)-regular for
some λ < κ, or (λ, λ)-regular for all λ < κ.
3. Down from exponents (Part I)
One could ask whether a version of Theorem 2.1(b) holds when suc-
cessors are replaced by exponents; namely whether it can be proved
that every (2λ, 2λ)-regular ultrafilter is (λ, λ)-regular. In this form, the
problem has a negative answer: if we start with a model satisfying GCH
and with a measurable cardinal µ, and we add µ Cohen reals, then in
the resulting model 2ω = 2ω1 = µ, and there is a µ-decomposable ul-
trafilter which is not λ-decomposable, for every λ with ω < λ < µ (see
e.g. [Ket, p. 62]; see [Shr] for related results). Thus, by 1.1(xi), there
is a (2ω1, 2ω1)-regular not (ω1, ω1)-regular ultrafilter.
On the other side, if there is no inner model with a measurable
cardinal, then by Proposition 2.7 every (2λ, 2λ)-regular ultrafilter is
(ω, ν)-regular for all ν < cf2λ , hence (λ, λ)-regular, by 1.1(i) and since
λ < cf2λ.
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By the above remarks, the existence of a measurable cardinal is
equiconsistent with the existence, for some λ, of a (2λ, 2λ)-regular not
(λ, λ)-regular ultrafilter.
In a previous version of the present paper we refined the above prob-
lem to:
Question 3.1. Suppose that 2κ = λ, and that κ is the first cardinal
such that 2κ = λ. Is it true that every (λ, λ)-regular ultrafilter is
(κ, κ)-regular?
Also 3.1 has a negative answer: start with a model of GCH in which
µ is µ+ω1+1-compact, and add µ+ω1 Cohen reals. Then in the resulting
model 2ω = µ+ω1 and there is a (µ, µ+ω1+1)-regular ultrafilter which is
not ν-decomposable, for every ν with ω < ν < µ. If we put κ = ω1 and
λ = µ+ω1+1, we have that κ is the first cardinal such that 2κ = λ, and
there exists a (λ, λ)-regular not (κ, κ)-regular ultrafilter.
The above example also shows that 3.1 can be false even if we
strengthen the hypothesis of (λ, λ)-regularity to λ-decomposability.
However, we do not know whether it is possible to get a counterexam-
ple to 3.1 starting with something less than a µ+ω1+1-compact cardinal
µ. Does a measurable suffice?
In spite of the above counterexamples, we have some positive results,
and we can actually show that some amount of decomposability (and
hence regularity) can be brought down from exponents.
Let in(λ) denote the n
th iteration of the power set of λ; that is,
i0(λ) = λ, and in+1(λ) = 2
in(λ).
Theorem 3.2. (a) If D is (22
λ
, 22
λ
)-regular (or just |
∏
D 2
2λ | > 22
λ
)
then D is κ-decomposable for some κ with λ ≤ κ ≤ 2λ.
(a′) More generally, if n ≥ 1 and D is (in(λ),in(λ))-regular (or
just if |
∏
D in(λ)| > in(λ)) then D is κ-decomposable for some κ with
λ ≤ κ ≤ 2λ.
(b) Suppose that λ is a strong limit cardinal, and that D is (in(λ),in(λ))-
regular for some n ≥ 0 (or just that |
∏
D in(λ)| > in(λ)). Then either
D is (cfλ, cfλ)-regular or there are arbitrarily large κ < λ for which D
is κ-decomposable. If in addition U ′(λ) holds (recall Definition 1.7)
then D is (λ, λ)-regular.
In order to prove Theorem 3.2 we need the following proposition, a
slight improvement on [AJ, Theorem 1], and which has independent
interest.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that |
∏
D µ| > µ, and let ν be the smallest
cardinal such that µν > µ. Then either:
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(i) D is κ-decomposable for some κ with ν ≤ κ ≤ µ; or
(ii) for every ν ′ < ν there is κ such that ν ′ ≤ κ < ν and D is κ-
decomposable; in addition, D is κ-decomposable for some κ with µ <
κ ≤ 2ν; and moreover |
∏
D µ| = supν′<ν |
∏
D ν
′|.
In particular, if ν is a successor cardinal, then D is κ-decomposable
for some κ with ν− ≤ κ ≤ µ (ν− denotes the predecessor of ν).
Proof of 3.3. Let D be over I. Recall from the introduction that if Π
is a partition of I, Π has κ classes modulo D if and only if κ is the least
cardinal for which there is X ∈ D such that Π restricted to X has κ
classes. If this is the case, then Π induces a κ-decomposition of D.
Any representative f : I → µ of an element fD ∈
∏
D µ induces the
partition Πf = {(i, j)|f(i) = f(j)}, which has at most µ classes. If for
some f : I → µ Πf has κ classes modulo D, and ν ≤ κ ≤ µ, then (i)
holds, so that we can suppose that
(*) for every f : I → µ, Πf has < ν classes modulo D (whence every
fD ∈
∏
D µ has a representative f such that Πf has < ν classes).
We now find an ordinal ρ and construct a chain of partitions Πα
(α ≤ ρ) of I according to the following rules:
(a) Π0 is the trivial partition;
(b) if α is limit, Πα is the common refinement of the Πβ’s, for β < α;
(c) if α = β + 1, there are two cases:
(c1) every element of
∏
D µ can be represented as fD, for some f such
that f(i) = f(j) whenever i and j belong to the same Πβ class. In this
case, take ρ = β, and the construction ends.
(c2) Otherwise: take an element fD which cannot be represented in
that way, and choose by (*) a representative f in such a way that Πf
has < ν classes; then define Πα to be the common refinement of Πβ
and Πf . Thus, Πα properly refines Πβ.
Notice that
(**) if α < ν then, by (c2), Πα (if defined) has at most ν
|α| ≤ µ<ν = µ
classes; and that Πν (if defined) has at most 2
ν classes.
Πρ has at least ν classes modulo D, since if it has only ν
′ < ν classes
modulo D then by (c1) |
∏
D µ| ≤ µ
ν′ = µ, a contradiction. Whence
if ρ < ν then Πρ induces a κ-decomposition of D for some κ with
ν ≤ κ ≤ µ, and we are in case (i).
Hence, we can suppose ρ ≥ ν.
We now show:
Claim. If ν ′ ≤ ρ then Πν′ has at least ν
′ classes modulo D.
Proof of the Claim. Fix ν ′ ≤ ρ, and suppose that Πν′ has κ classes
modulo D, witnessed by X ∈ D. For α ≤ ν ′, let Π∗α be Πα restricted
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to X ; for every α < ν ′ Π∗α+1 is a proper refinement of Π
∗
α, by (c2) and
since fD = gD, if f(i) = g(i) for every i ∈ X .
We shall define by induction a sequence (Cα)α≤ν′ of subsets of X in
such a way that, for α ≤ ν ′, |Cα| = |α|, and different elements of Cα
belong to different Π∗α classes. Let C0 = ∅; Cα =
⋃
β<αCβ for α limit;
and, if α = β + 1, let Cα = Cβ ∪ {p}, where p ∈ X is such that no
element of Cβ is in the same Π
∗
α class of p (such a p exists since Π
∗
α
properly refines Π∗β).
Thus, |Cν′| = |ν
′|, and different elements of Cν′ belong to different
Π∗ν′ classes; hence Π
∗
ν′ has at least ν
′ classes, that is ν ′ ≤ κ, so that the
claim is proved. 
Proof of 3.3 (continued). Now consider Πν : the claim shows that
Πν has at least ν classes modulo D; on the other side, Πν has at most
2ν classes, so that D is κ-decomposable for some κ with ν ≤ κ ≤ 2ν
(whence µ < κ ≤ 2ν if we are not in case (i)).
Moreover, for every ν ′ < ν the claim shows that Πν′ has at least
ν ′ classes modulo D; by (**) Πν′ has at most µ classes, so that Πν′
induces a κ-decomposition of D for some κ with ν ′ ≤ κ ≤ µ (whence
ν ′ ≤ κ < ν if we are not in case (i)).
The above proof is essentially taken from [AJ]. The only difference
is that [AJ] applies the arguments in the proof of the claim only to the
case ν ′ = ν. Considering the general case ν ′ ≤ ν provides a strengthen-
ing without which we could not prove Theorem 3.2. Notice that state-
ments in [AJ] talk about descending incompleteness; however, proofs
actually deal with decomposability.
It remains to prove the last identity in (ii). This is easy: we men-
tioned that, if (i) fails, we can suppose that for every fD Πf has < ν
classes modulo D. Then
∏
D µ =
⋃
{
∏
D x|x ∈ Sν(µ)}; but |
∏
D µ| > µ
and |Sν(µ)| = µ
<ν = µ, so that |
∏
D µ| = supν′<ν |
∏
D ν
′|, since
|x| = ν ′ implies |
∏
D x| = |
∏
D ν
′|. 
The proof of Proposition 3.3 should be compared with the proof of
[Si, Lemma 2].
Proof of 3.2. It is well known (at least for µ regular) that if D is (µ, µ)-
regular then |
∏
D µ| > µ (if µ is singular, use eventually different func-
tions from Sµ(µ) to µ: see [Lp1, Theorem 0.25]).
Moreover, standard arguments (e.g. [AJ, Lemma 4]) show that, for
every µ,
(*) |
∏
D 2
µ| > 2µ implies |
∏
D µ| > µ.
Whence, in case (a), |
∏
D 2
2λ | > 22
λ
, by hypothesis and the first
remark, hence |
∏
D 2
λ| > 2λ by (*).
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Arguing in a similar way and iterating (*) n−1 times we get |
∏
D 2
λ| >
2λ also from the hypothesis of (a′).
Now take µ = 2λ in Proposition 3.3: by standard cardinal arithmetic,
the least ν such that (2λ)ν > 2λ is ≥ λ+, so that the conclusion of (a)
and (a′) follows from Proposition 3.3.
As for (b), arguing as before, we get |
∏
D λ| > λ in each case.
If λ is regular, then λ is the least ν such that λν > λ, since λ is
supposed to be a strong limit cardinal. Hence the conclusion follows
from Proposition 3.3 and 1.1(vii).
If λ is singular and D is not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, then |
∏
D λ| > λ
and an easy argument ([AJ, Lemma 2] or [Lp1, Lemma 2.1]) show
that |
∏
D λ
′| > λ, for some λ′ < λ. If λ′ ≤ µ < λ then |
∏
D 2
µ| ≥
|
∏
D λ
′| > λ > 2µ, since λ is a strong limit cardinal. By (a′) applied
with n = 1 and µ in place of λ, D is κ-decomposable for some κ with
µ ≤ κ ≤ 2µ < λ. By taking arbitrarily large µ’s < λ we get arbitrarily
large κ’s < λ for which D is κ-decomposable.
As for the last statement, if D is (cfλ, cfλ)-regular then D is (λ, λ)-
regular by 1.1(v). If D is not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, we have just shown
that there are arbitrarily large κ’s < λ for which D is κ-decomposable,
hence D is (λ, λ)-regular by applying the definition of U ′(λ) (Definition
1.7). 
Remarks 3.4. (a) The hypothesis that λ is a strong limit cardinal in
Theorem 3.2(b) is necessary. This is particularly evident in the case n =
0: if 2ω > λ, cf λ > ω, and D is uniform over ω, then, by Proposition
1.4, |
∏
D λ| ≥ |
∏
D ω| = 2
ω > λ, but κ = ω is the only infinite κ for
which D is κ-decomposable.
(b) The above counterexample involves the weaker assumption |
∏
D λ| >
λ; indeed, if we assume (λ, λ)-regularity then case n = 0 of 3.2(b) is
always true for every limit cardinal λ, because of Proposition 2.6 and
1.1(i)(viii).
(c) However, case n = 1 of 3.2(b) may fail even when D is assumed to
be (2λ, 2λ)-regular, if λ is not a strong limit cardinal. This goes exactly
as in the example at the beginning of this section: start with a model
of GCH in which µ is measurable and add µ Cohen reals. Take λ < µ
singular with ω 6= cfλ. In the resulting model 2ω = 2λ = µ, and there is
an ultrafilter D which is κ-decomposable exactly for κ = ω and κ = µ;
thus D is not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, by 1.1(viii), but D is (2λ, 2λ)-regular
(actually, 2λ-decomposable). Hence the conclusion of 3.2(b) fails.
(d) We were led to the formulation of Theorem 3.2 by easy results
of the following kind: every (2ω, 2ω)-regular ultrafilter is (ω, ω)-regular.
This fact can be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 3.2(b), taking
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λ = ω and n = 1, and since no ultrafilter is m-decomposable, if 1 <
m < ω. However, the following is a simpler proof: as we mentioned
after the definition of measurability, the first cardinal µ for which an
ultrafilter is (µ, µ)-regular is either ω or a measurable cardinal, and it
is well-known that measurable cardinals are strongly inaccessible, thus
2ω < the first measurable cardinal.
Problems 3.5. (a) Does (i) follow from the hypotheses of Proposi-
tion 3.3? Notice that this would improve the conclusion of Theorem
3.2(a)(a′) to λ < κ ≤ 2λ, and would render the hypothesis U ′(λ) un-
necessary in 3.2(b), in the case when λ is regular.
[AJ, p. 832] asked something slightly weaker, namely whether, under
the hypotheses of 3.3, D is κ-descendingly incomplete for some κ with
ν ≤ κ ≤ µ.
(a′) Can we show, at least, that if (i) in 3.3 fails then D is 2ν-
decomposable?
(b) A more general problem: find pairs of cardinals µ ≤ µ′ and κ < κ′
such thatD is (κ, κ′)-regular whenever |
∏
D µ| > µ
′. Notice that, under
particular assumptions on cardinal arithmetic, 1.1(xi), Proposition 3.3
and Theorems 2.1(b) and 2.15(i) actually furnish examples of such
pairs; more examples can be found in combination with Theorems 2.18
3.2, 4.3.
We notice also the following corollary of Proposition 3.3 which deals
with exponentiation with a larger base.
Corollary 3.6. If |
∏
D µ
λ| > µλ then D is κ-decomposable for some
κ with λ ≤ κ ≤ µλ.
Proof. If ν is the first cardinal such that (µλ)ν > µλ, then ν ≥ λ+.
Then apply the last statement in Proposition 3.3. 
4. Down from exponents (Part II)
Proposition 4.1. For every ultrafilter D, and every cardinals κ, ν,
|
∏
D ν
κ| ≤ |
∏
D ν
<κ|cf(
Q
D〈κ,<〉).
Proof. Consider a modelA of the form 〈A,U,<, V,W, F,G,H, J〉, where
U, V,W, J are unary predicates, 〈U,<〉 = 〈κ,<〉, |J | = ν V is (in a one
to one correspondence with) κν, the set of all functions from κ to ν,
and W is (in a one to one correspondence with)
⋃
β<κ
βν, the set of
all functions from β to ν, for all β < κ.
F is a function from W to κ, and we require that if W (w) then w
is (corresponds to) a function from F (w) to ν. G and H are functions
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which represent the functions in V,W ; namely if V (v) and v is (corre-
sponds to) f : κ → ν then G(v, α) = f(α), for all α < κ. Similarly, if
W (w) and w is (corresponds to) g : F (w) → ν then H(w, α) = g(α),
for all α < F (w).
What matters is that (in A) |V | = νκ and |W | = ν<κ; we shall get
the desired inequality by taking the ultrapower of A modulo D, and
then computing the cardinality of the unary predicates V,W there.
Let B be any model elementarily equivalent to A. The following
formula holds in A, hence in B:
∀v∀u(V (v)∧U(u)⇒ ∃w(W (w)∧F (w) = u∧∀x(x < u⇒ G(v, x) = H(w, x)))),
in words, for every function f in V and for every element u in U
there is a function g in W such that g is f restricted to the domain
[0, u) = {x|U(x) ∧ x < u}. Thus, all “initial segments” of functions in
V can be found in W ; in particular, working in B, if λ is the cofinality
of 〈U,<〉 and uγ (γ < λ) is a cofinal sequence, then any f in V is
determined by the functions f|[0,uγ) (γ < λ).
For each γ < λ there are at most |W | (computed in B) functions
with domain [0, uγ), whence in B |V | ≤ |W |
λ (notice that in A dif-
ferent elements in V correspond to different functions, and this can be
expressed by a first order sentence, using G).
Now let B =
∏
DA. By  Losˇ Theorem, B is elementarily equivalent
to A, and the above argument gives the result, recalling that in A
〈U,<〉 = 〈κ,<〉. 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose that κ and λ are infinite cardinals, ν is a
cardinal, |
∏
D ν
κ| > νλ, and |
∏
D ν
<κ| ≤ νλ.
Then νλ < |
∏
D ν
κ| ≤ |
∏
D ν
<κ|cf(
Q
D〈κ,<〉) ≤ νλ·cf(
Q
D〈κ,<〉), hence
cf(
∏
D〈κ,<〉) > λ.
If in addition D is (κ+, λ)-regular, then D is (κ, λ)-regular (by The-
orem 2.13(i)).
The following theorem improves Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 4.3. (a) If |
∏
D ν
κ+n| > νκ
+n
(in particular, if D is (νκ
+n
, νκ
+n
)-
regular) then D is µ-decomposable for some µ with κ ≤ µ ≤ νκ. If in
addition νκ = κ+p for some p < ω then D is (κ, κ)-regular.
(a′) If m ≥ 1 and |
∏
D im(κ
+n)| > im(κ
+n) (in particular, if D
is (im(κ
+n),im(κ
+n))-regular) then D is µ-decomposable for some µ
with κ ≤ µ ≤ 2κ. If in addition 2κ = κ+p for some p < ω then D is
(κ, κ)-regular.
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(b) Suppose that κ is a strong limit cardinal and that |
∏
D im(κ
+n)| >
im(κ
+n) (in particular, this holds when D is (im(κ
+n),im(κ
+n))-
regular). Then either D is (cfκ, cfκ)-regular or there are arbitrarily
large µ < κ for which D is µ-decomposable.
Proof. (a) Let q be the smallest integer such that |
∏
D ν
κ+q | > νκ
+q
.
If q = 0 the conclusion follows from Corollary 3.6.
Otherwise, |
∏
D ν
κ+q−1| = νκ
+q−1
and νκ
+q
< |
∏
D ν
κ+q |, hence cf(
∏
D〈κ
+q, <
〉) > κ+q by Corollary 4.2, by taking κ = λ there to be κ+q.
HenceD is (κ+q, κ+q)-regular by Remark 1.5(a), and (κ+, κ+)-regular
by an iteration of Theorem 2.1(b), since q > 0. Hence D is κ+-
decomposable by 1.1(viii), and the conclusion holds with µ = κ+. .
If νκ = κ+p for some p < ω, then the µ given by the preceding
statement satisfies κ ≤ µ ≤ νκ = κ+p, hence µ = κ+p
′
for some p′ ≤ p.
Since D is µ-decomposable, D is (κ+p
′
, κ+p
′
)-regular by 1.1(vii). If
p′ = 0 this is what we want; otherwise it is enough to use Theorem
2.1(b) a sufficient number of times.
A remark: the reader might observe that in the course of the proof
we have obtained (κ+, κ+)-regularity, which implies (κ, κ)-regularity,
so that the hypothesis νκ = κ+p might appear to be unnecessary. How-
ever, we get (κ+, κ+)-regularity only in the case q > 0, while we do
not necessarily have it in the case q = 0, which uses Corollary 3.6.
In fact, the hypothesis νκ = κ+p is necessary: as in the example at
the beginning of Section 3, take µ measurable, and add µ Cohen reals.
Then 2λ = µ, for every λ < µ: take λ regular with µ > λ > ω. As in
the beginning of Section 3, we have an ultrafilter D µ-decomposable
but not λ-decomposable; D is not (λ, λ)-regular, and is (µ, µ)-regular
(by 1.1(vii)), hence |
∏
D µ| > µ (by the first lines in the proof of 3.2).
µ = 2λ
+n
, so that |
∏
D 2
λ+n| > 2λ
+n
, but D is not (λ, λ)-regular, hence
the conclusion in the third statement of 4.3(a) fails.
(a′) From the hypothesis we get |
∏
D 2
κ+n| > 2κ
+n
by iterating the
fact (already mentioned in the proof of 3.2) that |
∏
D 2
2λ | > 22
λ
implies
|
∏
D 2
λ| > 2λ. The conclusion then follows from (a), with ν = 2 and
n = 0.
(b) follows from Theorem 3.2(b) (case n = 0) and iterating the fact
that both |
∏
D λ
+| > λ+ and |
∏
D 2
λ| > 2λ imply |
∏
D λ| > λ. 
Theorems 3.2 and 4.3 can be improved in many ways. For example,
Theorem 4.3 holds when in place of im(κ
+n) we consider any iteration
(in any order) of any finite number of the i and of the successor func-
tions (with at least one occurrence of i in (a′)). This is because both
|
∏
D λ
+| > λ+ and |
∏
D 2
λ| > 2λ imply |
∏
D λ| > λ.
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More generally, one can use the formula |
∏
D λ
µ| ≤ |
∏
D λ|
|
Q
D µ|,
so that, for example, (λµ, λµ)-regularity implies |
∏
D λ
µ| > λµ, hence
either |
∏
D λ| > λ or |
∏
D µ| > µ: then we can apply the statements of
3.2 or 4.3 (or the methods of proof). Other results can be obtained from
Propositions 3.3, 4.1 and theorems about cardinalities of ultrapowers
(e.g. [Kei], or [Lp1, Theorem 0.25]). One can also mix in the results
of Section 2. We leave details to the reader, since statements become
quite involved, and since we do not know whether Proposition 3.3 is
the best possible result.
Notice also that if Problem 3.5(a) has an affirmative answer, then
we can improve the conclusion in Theorem 4.3(a′) to “for some µ with
κ < µ ≤ 2κ”.
Problems 4.4. (a) [Lp7] Suppose that 2κ < µ < 2κ
+
and D is µ-
decomposable. Is D necessarily λ-decomposable for some λ with κ ≤
λ ≤ 2κ? (maybe the assumption µ regular is necessary)
(b) [Lp6] Is it consistent to have an ω1-complete ultrafilter uniform
on some µ with µω > µ?
Theorems 3.2 and 4.3 have the following consequences for topological
spaces and for extensions of first-order logic (see [Ca, Lp2]; [Ma, Lp1]).
Recall that a topological space is [κ, µ]-compact if and only if every
open cover by µ many sets has a subcover by < κ many sets. A family
F of topological spaces is productively [κ, µ]-compact if and only if every
product of members of F is [κ, µ]-compact.
In [Lp2, Theorem 3] we have shown, improving results from [Ca]:
Theorem 4.5. Let λ, µ be infinite cardinals, and (κi)i∈I be a family of
infinite cardinals. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Every productively [λ, µ]-compact topological space is [κi, κi]-compact
for some i ∈ I.
(ii) Every productively [λ, µ]-compact family of topological spaces is
productively [κi, κi]-compact for some i ∈ I.
(iii) Every (λ, µ)-regular ultrafilter is (κi, κi)-regular for some i ∈ I.
Corollary 4.6. Any productively [22
κ
, 22
κ
]-compact family of topologi-
cal spaces is productively [µ, µ]-compact for some µ with κ ≤ µ ≤ 2κ.
More generally, if m ≥ 1 then any productively [im(κ
+n),im(κ
+n)]-
compact family of topological spaces is productively [µ, µ]-compact for
some µ with κ ≤ µ ≤ 2κ.
If κ is a strong limit cardinal, and U ′(κ) holds, then any produc-
tively [2κ, 2κ]-compact (even, every productively [im(κ
+n),im(κ
+n)]-
compact) family of topological spaces is productively [κ, κ]-compact.
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Proof. By 1.1(vii), Theorems 3.2, 4.3 and 4.5(iii)⇒(ii) (actually, this
implication in Theorem 4.5 is a corollary of results in [Ca]). 
In what follows, by a logic, we mean a regular logic in the sense of
[Eb]. Typical examples of regular logics are extensions of first-order
logic obtained by adding new quantifiers (e.g., cardinality quantifiers,
asserting “there are at least ωα x’s such that . . . ”), or by allowing infini-
tary conjunctions and disjunctions, and possibly simultaneous quantifi-
cation over infinitely many variables (infinitary logics).
Roughly, a logic is regular if and only if it shares all the good prop-
erties of the above typical examples. The reader is invited to look at
[BF] for more information about logics.
A logic L is [λ, µ]-compact if and only if for every pair of sets Γ and
Σ of sentences of L, with |Σ| ≤ λ, the following holds: if Γ ∪ Σ′ has a
model for every Σ′ ⊆ Σ with |Σ′| < µ, then Γ ∪ Σ has a model.
There is an older (and weaker) notion, called (λ, µ)-compactness,
which corresponds to the above definition in the particular case when
Γ = ∅. In a series of papers, J. Makowsky and S. Shelah showed that
the new stronger [λ, µ]-compactness is much better behaved (see [Ma]
for a survey). In particular, Makowsky and Shelah defined what it
means for an ultrafilter to be related to a logic, and showed that a logic
L is [λ, µ]-compact if and only if there is a (µ, λ)-regular ultrafilter
related to L. An immediate consequence is:
Corollary 4.7. Let λ, µ be cardinals, and (κi)i∈I be a family of cardi-
nals. If
(i) for every (µ, λ)-regular ultrafilter D there is i ∈ I such that D is
(κi, κi)-regular,
then
(ii) for every [λ, µ]-compact logic L there is i ∈ I such that L is
[κi, κi]-compact.
The analysis of connections between regularity of ultrafilters and
compactness of logics can be further elaborated: see [Lp1, Section 0],
and some references there. Indeed, we recently proved that conditions
(i) and (ii) in Corollary 4.7 are actually equivalent. The case when
all the κi’s are assumed to be regular cardinals is easier and had been
proved in [Lp1, Theorem 4.1] (in an equivalent form, by Proposition
7.6). The general case when the κi’s are allowed to be singular cardinals
is proved in [Lp11, Theorem 10], is connected with Problem 2.8, and
has led to the formulation of the principle U ′(λ) of Definition 1.7. See
[Lp1, Section 4]; see also the end of Section 6 in the present paper.
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Anyway, from Corollary 4.7, 1.1(vii) and Theorems 3.2 and 4.3, we
get:
Corollary 4.8. Every [22
κ
, 22
κ
]-compact logic is [µ, µ]-compact for some
µ with κ ≤ µ ≤ 2κ.
More generally, if m ≥ 1 then every [im(κ
+n),im(κ
+n)]-compact
logic is [µ, µ]-compact for some µ with κ ≤ µ ≤ 2κ.
If κ is a strong limit cardinal, and U ′(κ) holds, then every [2κ, 2κ]-
compact logic (even, every [im(κ
+n),im(κ
+n)]-compact logic) is [κ, κ]-
compact.
Of course, we could use Theorem 4.3(b) in order to improve the
last part of Corollary 4.6 to: if κ is a strong limit cardinal then any
productively [im(κ
+n),im(κ
+n)]-compact family F of topological spaces
either is productively [cfκ, cfκ]-compact, or there are arbitrarily large
µ < κ for which F is productively [µ, µ]-compact.
A similar remark holds for logics and Corollary 4.8.
Remark 4.9. The remarks at the beginning of Section 3, together with
[Lp3, Theorem 2.5(iv)⇔(vi)], show that it is possible to have a (2λ, 2λ)-
compact not (λ, λ)-compact logic, thus solving negatively [Lp4, Prob-
lem III]. Actually, what we get is a [2ω1 , 2ω1]-compact not (ω1, ω1)-
compact logic.
5. Above limits.
If λ is a limit cardinal and an ultrafilter enjoys some form of regular-
ity for arbitrarily large cardinals below λ then in some cases regularity
can be lifted up to λ. In this section we provide some examples and
counterexamples. Again, many problems seem still open.
For λ ≥ λ′ ≥ µ, let COV(λ, λ′, µ) denote the minimal cardinality of
a family of subsets of λ, each of cardinality < λ′, such that every subset
of λ of cardinality < µ is contained in at least one set of the family. In
particular, COV(λ, µ, µ) is the cofinality of (the partial order) Sµ(λ).
Notice that COV(λ, λ′, µ) ≤ |Sµ(λ)| = λ
<µ.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that λ is a limit cardinal, and that there are
arbitrarily large ν < λ for which D is ν-decomposable. Then:
(a) D is κ-decomposable for some κ with λ ≤ κ ≤ λcfλ.
(b) In addition, suppose that λ is singular and D is (µ, cfλ)-regular.
Then D is κ-decomposable for some κ with λ ≤ κ ≤ λ<µ. More gen-
erally, for every λ′ with µ ≤ λ′ < λ there exists κ such that D is
κ-decomposable and λ ≤ κ ≤ COV(λ, λ′, µ).
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Proof. Let (να)α∈cf λ be a sequence cofinal in λ, such that D is να-
decomposable, for α ∈ cfλ; and for α ∈ cfλ let Πα be a να-decomposition.
In order to prove (a) it is enough to consider the common refinement
of all the Πα’s (compare with the proofs of [Pr, Proposition 2] and [AJ,
Theorem 2]).
The last statement in (b) implies the statement that precedes it,
since, trivially, COV(λ, λ′, µ) ≤ λ<µ. Anyway, we shall give a proof for
the first statement, too, because it is rather simpler. First, notice that
if µ > cf λ then (b) follow from (a), hence without loss of generality we
can suppose µ ≤ cf λ.
Let the Πα’s be as above, and for X ⊆ cfλ with |X| < µ let ΠX be
the common refinement of {Πα|α ∈ X}. ΠX has ≤ λ
<µ classes. Let D
be over I, and let f : I → Sµ(cfλ) witness the (µ, cfλ)-regularity of D,
as given by Form II. Define Π on I by i ∼ j if and only if f(i) = f(j)
and (i, j) ∈ Πf(i). Π has ≤ λ
<µ · (cfλ)<µ = λ<µ classes.
On the other side, for every α, Π has more than να classes (modulo
D): for every α ∈ cfλ, Iα = {i ∈ I|α ∈ f(i)} ∈ D, and Π|Iα refines
Πα |Iα (which has να classes modulo D). Thus, Π has κ classes modulo
D for some κ with λ ≤ κ ≤ λ<κ, and this proves the κ-decomposability
of D.
In order to prove the last statement in (b), let D be over I, let
f : I → Sµ(cfλ) witness the (µ, cfλ)-regularity of D (Form II), and for
α ∈ cfλ let fα : I → να be a να-decomposition.
Let H be a family of subsets of λ as given by COV(λ, λ′, µ): thus,
for every i ∈ I there is h(i) ∈ H such that {fα(i)|α ∈ f(i)} ⊆ h(i),
and |h(i)| < λ′. Choose f , H , the fα’s and the h(i)’s in such a way
that the cardinality of K = {h(i)|i ∈ I} is minimal; this choice makes
the function h : I → K a |K|-decomposition of D: if h−1(K ′) ∈ D for
some K ′ ⊆ K with |K ′| < |K| then we could change the values of f(i),
fα(i) and of h(i) for i 6∈ h
−1(K ′), thus making K ′ work in place of K,
contradicting the minimal cardinality of K (the argument is identical
with the one in the proof of [Lp1, Lemma 4.7]).
Since |K| ≤ |H| = COV(λ, λ′, µ), it remains to show that |K| ≥ λ.
By (µ, cf λ)-regularity, for every α ∈ cfλ, Iα = {i ∈ I|α ∈ f(i)} ∈ D,
whence να = |fα(Iα)|, since fα is a να-decomposition. Since h(i) has
been chosen in such a way that fα(i) ∈ h(i) when α ∈ f(i), that is,
when i ∈ Iα, we have that fα(Iα) = {fα(i)|i ∈ Iα} ⊆
⋃
i∈Iα
h(i), hence
|fα(Iα)| ≤ λ
′ · |h(Iα)|, since |h(i)| < λ
′, for all i.
Putting the above inequalities together, we get: να = |fα(Iα)| ≤
λ′ · |h(Iα)| ≤ λ
′ · |h(I)|, for all α ∈ cfλ. Hence να ≤ |h(I)| = |K|, for
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all α’s such that να > λ
′. Since λ′ < λ, and the να’s are cofinal in λ,
we get |K| ≥ supα∈cfλ να = λ. 
Notice that Theorem 5.1(b) is a common generalization of [DJK,
Lemma 4.9], [Pr, Proposition 1] and [Lp1, Lemma 4.7, Remark 4.8].
We do not know whether Theorem 5.1 can be improved; actually, we
do not even know whether:
Problem 5.2. Is the following true? If λ is a limit cardinal, and there
are arbitrarily large ν < λ for which D is ν-decomposable, then D is
either λ-decomposable or λ+-decomposable.
We believe that Problem 5.2 has a negative answer, in general (and
we believe that the case when λ is regular is much easier to falsify).
Be that as it may, 5.2 is the best we can expect: if κ is κ+ω+1-compact
there is a (κ, κ+ω+1)-regular ultrafilter which is κ-complete, and hence
not (ω, ω)-regular and not κ+ω-decomposable, by 1.1(vii), but κ+n-
decomposable for all n < ω, and κ+ω+1-decomposable, by 1.1(xii). On
the other hand, for every λ there is a (ω, λ)-regular ultrafilter uniform
over λ (e. g. [CK]), hence not λ+-decomposable by 1.1(iii), but κ-
decomposable for all κ ≤ λ by Remark 1.5(b).
Of course, an affirmative solution of 5.2 would show that U ′(λ) (see
Definition 1.7) holds for every limit cardinal λ. Indeed, 5.2 and U ′(λ)
have the same hypothesis, and the conclusion in U ′(λ) follows from
the conclusion in 5.2, since, by 1.1(vii), every λ-decomposable ultra-
filter is (λ, λ)-regular, and, by 1.1(vii) and Theorem 2.1(b), every λ+-
decomposable ultrafilter is (λ, λ)-regular.
Anyway, Theorem 5.1 shows that Problem 5.2 has an affirmative
answer for many singular cardinals.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that λ is singular, and either
(i) COV(λ, λ, (cfλ)+) = λ+n, for some n < ω; or
(i′) λcf λ = λ+n, for some n < ω; or
(ii) cfλ = ω and there is no measurable cardinal; or
(iii) cfλ = ω and COV(λ, λ, ω1) < λ
+µ0, where µ0 is the smallest
measurable cardinal; or
(iv) λ = ωα+δ, cfδ = ω, δ < ωα, and δ < µ0, where µ0 is the smallest
measurable cardinal.
If D is an ultrafilter, and there are arbitrarily large ν < λ for
which D is ν-decomposable, then D is either λ-decomposable or λ+-
decomposable.
Proof. (i) It is not difficult to show that there is a λ′ < λ such that
COV(λ, λ, (cfλ)+) = COV(λ, λ′, (cfλ)+): see [Sh, Analytical Guide,
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6.2, or II, Observation 5.3(10)]; the notation for COV(λ, µ, ν) is cov(λ, µ, ν, 2)
in [Sh]: see [Sh, II, Definition 5.1].
By Theorem 5.1(b) and 1.1(xiii), D is κ-decomposable for some κ
with λ ≤ κ ≤ COV(λ, λ′, (cfλ)+) = COV(λ, λ, (cfλ)+) = λ+n. If
D is λ-decomposable we are OK, otherwise, D is λ+m-decomposable
for some m > 0. Since successors are regular cardinals, then 1.1(xi)
and an iteration of Theorem 2.1(b) imply that D is λ+-decomposable.
Essentially, (i) had been already noticed in [Lp1, Remark 4.8] (under
the assumption COV(λ, λ′, (cf λ)+) = λ+n).
(i′) follows from (i), since COV(λ, λ, (cfλ)+) ≤ λcf λ.
In order to prove (ii) and (iii), let cfλ = ω. If D is (ω, ω)-regular,
then D is λ-decomposable because of Theorem 5.1(b), since λ<ω = λ.
Otherwise, D is ω1-complete (so (ii) cannot hold), hence µ0-complete.
Let κ be the smallest cardinal ≥ λ such that D is κ-decomposable. By
Theorem 5.1, at least one such κ exists, and, by the last statement in
5.1(b) and 1.1(xiii), κ ≤ COV(λ, λ′, ω1) < λ
+µ0 for some λ′ < λ (as at
the beginning of the proof of (i), we can suppose that COV(λ, λ, ω1) =
COV(λ, λ′, ω1), for some λ
′ < λ).
By Theorem 2.1(b), 1.1(xi) and the minimality of κ, κ cannot be the
successor of a regular cardinal.
If κ = λ the result is proved. If κ > λ then κ cannot be limit: all limit
cardinals between λ and λ+µ0 are singular cardinals of cofinality < µ0;
if κ is singular then D is not (cfκ, cfκ)-regular, since cfκ < µ0 and D
is µ0-complete. By 1.1(vii) this implies that D is not κ-decomposable.
The remaining case is when κ is a successor of a singular cardinal,
say κ = ν+. As above, D is not (cfν, cfν)-regular, and, by Theorem
2.1 and 1.1(vii), D is (κ′, κ)-regular for some κ′ < κ; by 1.1(xii), this
contradicts the minimality of κ, unless κ = λ+.
(iv) Since λ = ωα+δ and δ < ωα, then, by [Sh, IX, Claim 3.7(1) and
Theorem 2.2], COV(λ, λ, (cfλ)+) = pp(λ) ≤ ωα+|δ|+4.
Since cfλ = ω, we get from above COV(λ, λ, ω1) ≤ ωα+|δ|+4 = λ
+|δ|+4,
since λ = ωα+δ and δ + |δ|
+4 = |δ|+4. Since δ < µ0, and µ0 is a
measurable cardinal, hence inaccessible, |δ|+4 < µ0 and the hypotheses
of (iii) apply. 
In (iv) above we have used Shelah’s tight bounds on COV(λ, λ, (cfλ)+)
in order to show that Problem 5.2 has an affirmative answer for a large
class of singular cardinals of countable cofinality. Can the argument be
extended in order to cover all singular cardinals of countable cofinal-
ity? Can the argument be adapted in some way to singular cardinals
of uncountable cofinality?
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Having dealt with decomposability, we now turn to the problem of
lifting up regularity.
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that µ is singular, λ < µ and D is (λ, µ′)-
regular for all µ′ < µ (equivalently, by 1.1(i), for a sequence of µ′’s
cofinal in µ). Then D is (λ, µ)-regular, provided at least one of the
following holds:
(a) λ is regular; or
(b) D is (cfλ, cfµ)-regular (in particular, this holds when cfλ > cfµ,
by 1.1(xiii)); or
(c) the cofinality of
∏
D〈cfλ,<〉 is 6= cfµ; or
(d) cfλ 6= cfµ and D is not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular.
Proof. The easy proof of (a) is given in [Do, Lemma 1.1], slightly gen-
eralizing [BK, Proposition 1.1].
We now prove (c): by 1.1(i) D is (λ+, µ′)-regular for all µ′ < µ, hence
we can apply (a), with λ+ in place of λ, obtaining (λ+, µ)-regularity.
Now, (λ, µ)-regularity follows from Theorem 2.13(i), since the cofinality
of
∏
D〈cfλ,<〉 equals the cofinality of
∏
D〈λ,<〉.
(b) is a consequence of (c) because of Proposition 1.3. Actually, the
arguments in the proof of [Do, Lemma 1.1] give a proof of (b).
Notice that (b) is trivial when cfλ > cfµ: let D be over I, let µα
(α ∈ cfµ) be cofinal in µ, and for α ∈ cfµ let fα : I → Sλ(µα)
witness the (λ, µα)-regularity (Form II) of D. Then f defined by f(i) =⋃
α∈cfµ fα(i) witnesses the (λ, µ)-regularity of D.
As for (d), we have, as in the proof of (c), that D is (λ+, µ)-regular,
and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.2. Alternatively, use (c)
and 1.5(a) with cfλ in place of λ. 
We do not know whether Proposition 5.4 can be proved without any
of the assumptions (a)-(d).
Of course, a positive answer to Conjecture 2.16 would make the
assumptions unnecessary. This is proved as follows: because of 5.4(a),
the only case to be discussed is λ singular, and, as in the proof of 5.4(c),
we get (λ+, µ)-regularity from the hypotheses of 5.4; then Conjecture
2.16, if true, would imply (λ, µ)-regularity.
See also the remark after Proposition 8.2.
Remark 5.5. On the contrary, Proposition 5.4 does not generalize to
the case when µ is a regular limit cardinal. As pointed out in [Ket1, p.
67], if κ is huge then there exist an inaccessible cardinal µ > κ and a
κ-complete ultrafilter which is (κ+, µ)-regular, not (κ, µ)-regular, but
(κ, µ′)-regular for all µ′ < µ (for the last statement use Theorem 2.13(i),
or [BK, Theorem 1.3]). The example shows that, even for fairly large
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α, it is possible to have a (κ, λ+α)-regular and (λ, µ)-regular ultrafilter
which is not (κ, µ)-regular.
As in [Ket1, Theorem 1.10], we can collapse κ to a regular cardinal,
still having a (κ+, µ)-regular not (κ, µ)-regular ultrafilter.
Problem 5.6. We do not know whether, starting from the above ex-
ample, it is possible to make κ singular by forcing, still having a (κ, µ′)-
regular (for all µ′ < µ), (κ+, µ)-regular not (κ, µ)-regular ultrafilter in
the extension. Of course, this would falsify Conjecture 2.16.
Meanwhile, we have proved that Problem 5.2 has an affirmative an-
swer in the particular case when λ is a singular cardinal, and provided
that D is (ν, ν)-regular for all sufficiently large regular cardinals ν < λ.
The proof of the following two results can be found in [Lp11], along
with some generalizations and connections with Shelah’s pcf theory.
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that λ is a singular cardinal, λ′ < λ, and the
ultrafilter D is ν-decomposable for all regular cardinals ν with λ′ <
ν < λ. Then D is either λ-decomposable or λ+-decomposable (hence
(λ, λ)-regular, by 1.1(vii)(xi) and Theorem 2.1(b)).
Corollary 5.8. If λ is an infinite cardinal, then an ultrafilter is (λ, λ)-
regular if and only if it is either cf λ-decomposable or λ+-decomposable.
Corollary 5.8 is stated in [Lp11] under the assumption that λ is a
singular cardinal. The case when λ is regular (that is cf λ = λ) is
immediate from 1.1(xi) and Theorem 2.1(b).
6. Least functions and applications.
The notion of a least function arises directly from the theory of
ω1-complete ultrafilters, hence from large cardinals. However, there
are consequences holding in ZFC; in particular, we shall find partial
answers to many conjectures, by a slight extension of important and
well-known results of A. Kanamori and J. Ketonen. Needless to say,
our arguments lead to new open problems (we expect that, at this
point, the reader has become accustomed to this phenomenon).
The next definition gives us the possibility of extending some results
from [Ka1], and to provide partial answers to Conjectures 2.16 and
2.12.
Definition 6.1. If D is an ultrafilter over some set I, and κ is a
cardinal, we say that a function f : I → κ is a κ-least function for D
if and only if {i ∈ I|α < f(i)} ∈ D, for every α ∈ κ, yet for every
g : I → κ, {i ∈ I|g(i) < f(i)} ∈ D implies that there is α ∈ κ such
that {i ∈ I|g(i) < α} ∈ D. In other words, in
∏
D〈κ,<〉, fD is the
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least element larger than all the d(α)’s (α ∈ κ) (as usual, fD denotes
the class of f modulo D).
When D is over κ we get the usual notion of a least function. We
need the above definition since we will be dealing with arbitrary (λ, κ)-
regular ultrafilters, not necessarily over κ (however, see Proposition
6.7(ii)).
Notice that if D has a κ-least function then D is κ-descendingly
incomplete, hence if κ is regular then D is (κ, κ)-regular by 1.1(xi).
The case when κ is singular shall be discussed in Remark 8.5(a).
The following theorem generalizes [Ka1, Corollary 2.6] (see also [Ket2,
Section 1]), and is proved in a very similar way.
Theorem 6.2. If κ is regular, and the ultrafilter D is (κ, κ)-regular
and has no κ-least function, then D is (ω, κ′)-regular for every κ′ < κ.
Proof. The proof goes exactly as in the proofs of [Ka1, Theorem 2.5 and
Corollary 2.6]; let D be over I: just replace everywhere “f : κ → κ”
with “f : I → κ”, and “ξ < κ” with “i ∈ I”. 
The following is proved in [Ket1, Theorem 1.4] under the assumption
of the existence of a least function, but the proof uses only a κ-least
function.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that κ is regular, and that the ultrafilter D
over I has a κ-least function f . Then D is (λ, κ)-regular if and only if
{i ∈ I|cff(i) < λ} ∈ D.
From Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 we get the following partial answer to
Conjecture 2.16.
Corollary 6.4. If κ > λ, κ is regular, λ is singular and the ultrafilter
D is (λ+, κ)-regular, then D is either (λ, κ)-regular, or (ω, κ′)-regular
for every κ′ < κ.
Proof. Since κ > λ, D is (κ, κ)-regular, by 1.1(i).
If D has no κ-least function we are done by Theorem 6.2.
Otherwise, let D be over I, and let f be a κ-least function. By
Theorem 6.3, {i ∈ I|cff(i) < λ+} ∈ D, hence {i ∈ I|cff(i) < λ} ∈ D,
since cofinalities are regular cardinals. Now Theorem 6.3 implies that
D is (λ, κ)-regular. 
See Theorem 2.15(ii) for a similar result in the case when κ is singu-
lar.
Corollary 6.4 puts some restrictions on possible solutions of Problem
5.6.
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Corollary 6.4 furnishes another proof of Theorem 2.13(ii) in the par-
ticular case when λ is singular: take κ+ in place of κ in 6.4, and ob-
serve that, by 1.1(i), both (λ, κ+)-regularity and (ω, κ)-regularity imply
(λ, κ)-regularity.
The case λ singular of Theorem 2.2, too, can be obtained as a conse-
quence of Corollary 6.4 (and of Proposition 2.6): if µ in 2.2 is regular,
take κ = µ in 6.4; then if µ is singular, one can use an argument similar
to the one used at the end of the proof of Theorem 6.5 below.
Corollary 6.4 shows that at least the following weak form of Conjec-
tures 2.16 and 2.12 holds: if µ is regular, λ is singular, λ < µ, and
D is (λ+, µ)-regular then D is either (λ, µ)-regular or λ-decomposable
(since (ω, λ)-regularity implies λ-decomposability, by Remark 1.5(b)).
Actually, we can use Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 in order to show that
Conjecture 2.12 holds under some assumptions on cardinal arithmetic
and cofinalities (recall that Conjecture 2.12 is always true when µ is
regular, as remarked after its statement). Recall [Sh] that κ ∈ pcfa
means that a is a set of (distinct) regular cardinals, and there is an
ultrafilter D′ over a such that κ = cf
∏
D′ a.
Theorem 6.5. Suppose that κ > λ, λ is singular, cfλ 6= cfκ, the
ultrafilter D is (λ+, κ)-regular, and either
(a) λ is a strong limit cardinal and cf Sλ(λ) < 2
κ (in particular, this
holds if λ<λ < 2κ), or
(b) λ<λ < κ, or
(c) κ is regular and for no a ⊆ λ with |a| < λ and sup a = λ it
happens that κ ∈ pcfa.
Then D is either λ-decomposable, or (λ′, κ)-regular for some λ′ < λ.
Proof. First we prove the result in the case when κ is regular. We shall
suppose that D is not λ-decomposable, and get (λ′, κ)-regularity for
some λ′ < λ.
Were D (ω, κ′)-regular for all κ′ < κ then in particular D would be
(ω, λ)-regular (by 1.1(i), and since λ < κ) and trivially λ-decomposable
(because of Remark 1.5(b)). So, by 1.1(i) and Theorem 6.2, we can
suppose that D has a κ-least function f , and that D is (λ, κ)-regular,
by Corollary 6.4.
(a) By Proposition 1.4, |
∏
D 2
<λ| ≥ 2κ, but 2<λ = λ since λ is a
strong limit cardinal, so we get |
∏
D λ| ≥ 2
κ.
Let X be cofinal in Sλ(λ) with |X| = cf Sλ(λ). Since D is supposed
to be not λ-decomposable,
∏
D λ =
⋃
x∈X
∏
D x. Thus, there is x ∈ X
such that |
∏
D x| ≥ λ, since |X| = cf Sλ(λ) < 2
κ, 2κ > κ > λ and
|
∏
D λ| ≥ 2
κ.
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Arguing as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.2, we get
that there are arbitrarily large ν’s < λ for which D is ν-decomposable;
were D (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, then D would be λ-decomposable because
of Theorem 5.1(b) with µ = cf λ (λ<cfλ = λ since λ is a strong limit
cardinal).
Hence D is not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, but then Theorem 2.2 implies that
D is (λ′, κ)-regular for some λ′ < λ.
(b) Suppose that D is over I and f is a κ-least function. By Theorem
6.3, {i ∈ I|cff(i) < λ} ∈ D. If for some λ′ < λ {i ∈ I|cff(i) < λ′} ∈ D
then D is (λ′, κ)-regular again by Theorem 6.3.
Otherwise, let g : I → λ be defined by g(i) = cf f(i) if cf f(i) < λ and
g(i) = 0 cf f(i) > λ. Let D′ = g(D) over I ′ = g(I). Since f is a least
function, cf(
∏
D〈f(i), <〉) = κ, and, trivially, cf(
∏
D〈g(i), <〉) = κ. In
general, it is not necessarily the case that also cf(
∏
D′〈g(i), <〉) = κ,
but we shall prove that this follows from the assumption that D is not
λ-decomposable.
Indeed, let hD ∈
∏
D g(i); since g(i) = cff(i) < λ, for every i in a set
in D, then we can chose a representative h of hD which is a function
from I to λ. If h is not a λ-decomposition, there is Xh ⊆ λ, |Xh| < λ
such that {i ∈ I|h(i) ∈ Xh} ∈ D. We have that {i ∈ I||Xh| < g(i)} ∈
D, since otherwise {i ∈ I|cff(i) ≤ |Xh|} ∈ D, contrary to the first
paragraph, since |Xh| < λ.
If i′ ∈ I ′ and |Xh| < i
′, define h′(i′) = sup{h(j)|j ∈ I is such that h(j) ∈
Xh and g(j) = i
′}. Notice that h′(i′) < i′, since |Xh| < i
′, and
i′ is a regular cardinal. If |Xh| ≥ i
′, then the definition of h′(i′)
is arbitrary and irrelevant, since {i ∈ I||Xh| ≥ g(i)} 6∈ D hence
{i′ ∈ I ′||Xh| ≥ i
′} 6∈ D′.
Trivially,
∏
D′〈g(i), <〉 is (can be identified with) a substructure of∏
D〈g(i), <〉; since the above argument shows that for every hD ∈∏
D g(i) there is h
′
D ∈
∏
D′ g(i) such that hD ≤ h
′
D (mod D), we
have that the two ultraproducts above have the same cofinality, hence
cf(
∏
D′〈g(i), <〉) = κ.
Moreover, if g is not a λ-decomposition, we can assume without loss
of generality that |I ′| = |g(I)| < λ, but then κ = cf κ ≤ |
∏
D′ g(i)| ≤
λ|g(I)| contradicts the hypothesis λ<λ < κ.
(c) The arguments used in the proof of (b) give also (c), just letting
a = g(I): the proof shows that if the conclusion fails then |a| < λ,
sup a = λ, and κ = cf
∏
D′ a, contradicting the hypothesis of (c).
Now let κ be singular.
In case (a), if cfκ < cfλ then we get from Theorem 2.15(ii) that D
is (λ, κ)-regular, and we can proceed as in the case κ regular, since in
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the proof of (a) the existence of a least function has been used only in
order to get (λ, κ)-regularity.
The following argument, however, covers all cases when κ is singular.
Having already proved the theorem in the case κ regular, we prove
the case κ singular by applying the case κ regular to a set of sufficiently
large regular cardinals κ′ < κ.
First notice that, in case (a), if λ < κ′, then cf Sλ(λ) ≤ λ
<λ ≤ 2λ ≤
2κ
′
; moreover, since cf Sλ(λ) < 2
κ, there is no κ′′ with λ < κ′′ < κ such
that 2κ
′
= cf Sλ(λ) for all κ
′ with κ′′ < κ′ < κ. Indeed, κ singular,
together with classical cardinal arithmetic (see e.g. [KM, p. 257]),
would imply 2κ = cf Sλ(λ), contradicting the hypothesis. Hence, 2
κ′ >
cf Sλ(λ), for large enough κ
′ < κ.
By what we have proved, the theorem is true for every regular and
sufficiently large κ′ < κ (in (b) it is enough to take κ′ > λ<λ, and this is
possible since κ is singular > λ<λ). Hence, if D is not λ-decomposable,
then for every sufficiently large regular κ′ < κ there is λκ′ < λ such
that D is (λκ′, κ
′)-regular.
Choose a set C of sufficiently large cardinals, C ⊆ κ, C cofinal in
κ, with |C| = cf κ, and consider C ′ = {λκ′|κ
′ ∈ C}. If cf κ < cf λ
let λ′ = supC ′ and notice that cf κ < cf λ implies that λ′ < λ. If
cf κ > cf λ, then there is λ′ < λ such that |{κ′ ∈ C|λκ′ < λ
′}| ≥ cf κ,
since if |{κ′ ∈ C|λκ′ < λ
′}| < cf κ for all λ′ < λ, then |C| < cf κ,
contradicting the assumption that C is cofinal in κ.
In both cases, if λ′ is as above, then by 1.1(i), D is (λ′, κ′)-regular
for cfκ-many κ′ ∈ C, hence for a set of κ′ unbounded in κ and, again
by 1.1(i), for all κ′ < κ. Without loss of generality, we can choose λ′
regular, so that Proposition 5.4(a) implies that D is (λ′, κ)-regular. 
The main argument in the proof of 6.5(a), in the case when κ is
regular, is taken from [Pr, Theorems 11 and 12], where a slightly less
general result is obtained for the particular case κ = λ+. The argu-
ments for cases (b) and (c), as well as for the case κ singular, seem to
be new. See [Lp10, Lp11] for other applications of Shelah’s pcf-theory
to decomposability and regularity of ultrafilters.
The results in [Ka1], as well as the generalization given in Theorem
6.2, suggest the following problems. The problems are quite natural,
but can hardly be found in the literature; see, anyway, [Ket2, p.231],
[Sh1, Remark 6.9].
Problem 6.6. Are the following theorems of ZFC?
(A) If κ is regular, and the ultrafilter D is uniform over κ and has
no least function, then D is (ω, κ)-regular.
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(B) If κ is regular, and the ultrafilter D is (κ, κ)-regular and has no
κ-least function, then D is (ω, κ)-regular.
Clearly, 6.6(B) implies 6.6(A), by 1.1(vi). We state below two other
consequences of 6.6(B).
Proposition 6.7. Suppose that 6.6(B) holds. Then:
(i) If µ is regular and λ is singular then every (λ+, µ)-regular ultra-
filter is (λ, µ)-regular (that is, Conjecture 2.16 holds for µ regular).
(ii) If λ ≤ κ, κ is regular and D is (λ, κ)-regular then there exists
a (λ, κ)-regular D′ ≤ D (in the Rudin-Keisler order), D′ uniform over
κ.
Proof. (i) is proved as Corollary 6.4, using 6.6(B) in place of Theorem
6.2.
(ii) If D over I is (ω, κ)-regular, then there is a function f : I →
Sω(κ) witnessing it. But |Sω(κ)| = κ
<ω = κ so that D′ = f(D) is
uniform on κ and (ω, κ)-regular.
If, on the contrary, D is not (ω, κ)-regular, then by 6.6(B) there is a κ-
least function f : I → κ. SoD′ = f(D) is uniform on κ and the identity
function id is a least function for D′ (such an ultrafilter is usually
called weakly normal). By Theorem 6.3, {i ∈ I|cff(i) < λ} ∈ D, hence
{α ∈ κ|cfid(α) < λ} ∈ D′, so, by Theorem 6.3 again, the least function
id proves the (λ, κ)-regularity of D′. 
6.7(ii) is a quite natural requirement: it imports that, for most pur-
poses, it is enough to consider only (λ, κ)-regular ultrafilters over κ.
Notice that the assumption κ regular is necessary in 6.7(ii): every
ultrafilter uniform over ω is (ωω, ωω)-regular, by 1.1(vi)(v). A more
significant example, in which κ > λ, is the following: if λ is a strongly
compact cardinal, then there is an ω1-complete (λ, λ
+ω)-regular ultrafil-
ter, but no such ultrafilter can be uniform over λ+ω, otherwise it would
be (ω, ω)-regular by 1.1(vi), and this contradicts ω1-completeness.
However, in the above example, the ultrafilter can be chosen to be
uniform over λ+ω+1, so that, as far as we know, the following might be
a theorem of ZFC:
6.7(ii)* If λ < κ and D is (λ, κ)-regular then there exists a (λ, κ)-
regular D′ ≤ D such that D′ is uniform either over κ+ or over κ.
Notice also that 6.7(ii) is true when κ = λ+n and λ is regular, since
we can always get a D′ ≤ D over cfSλ(κ), by 1.5(b), and it is easy to
show that cfSλ(λ
+n) = λ+n, if λ is regular.
Of course, in case 6.6(B) turned out to be unprovable in ZFC, we
might ask the problem whether 6.7(ii) or 6.7(ii)* are theorems of ZFC.
We suspect that 6.7(ii)* and 6.7(ii) are equivalent.
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Is it true that 6.7(ii) implies that 6.6(A) and 6.6(B) are equivalent?
We now turn to another kind of problem.
Problem 6.8. For which sets K of infinite cardinals is there an ultra-
filter which is κ-decomposable exactly for those κ ∈ K?
In other words, if D is an ultrafilter, let KD = {κ ≥ ω|D is κ-
decomposable}. Which are the possible values KD can take?
Many constraints are known on KD: first, every κ-decomposable ul-
trafilter is cfκ-decomposable, by 1.1(vii)(viii); and the least κ for which
an ultrafilter is κ-decomposable is always a measurable cardinal or ω,
as mentioned shortly after 1.5. Moreover, if κ is regular, then every
κ+-decomposable ultrafilter is κ-decomposable, by [CˇCˇ], [KP], or The-
orem 2.1 here, and 1.1(xi). By the same results, if κ is singular, then
every κ+-decomposable ultrafilter is either cfκ-decomposable or κ′-
decomposable for all sufficiently large regular κ′ < κ (use 1.1(xi)(xii)).
Further constraints on KD are given by Theorems 2.9, 2.10 2.19, 3.2,
4.3, 5.1, 5.7 6.5, Propositions 3.3, 6.10, 8.1, 8.7 and Corollary 5.3. See
also Propositions 7.1, 7.6, and Problems 3.5, 4.4, 5.2, 7.2.
We now consider in detail the cases when |KD| ≤ 2.
If |KD| = 1, say KD = {µ}, then µ is either ω, or a measurable
cardinal.
There are many open problems already for the case |KD| = 2. The
case when KD = {ω, κ} has originally been studied by J. Silver [Si];
in this case, D is usually called indecomposable, and only the following
possibilities can occur, because of 1.1 and Theorem 2.1: either κ has
cofinality ω, or κ is weakly inaccessible, or κ is the successor of a
cardinal of cofinality ω.
If µ is a measurable cardinal andD is a µ-complete uniform ultrafilter
over µ, then D is µ-decomposable, but not λ-decomposable for all
λ < µ, and, trivially, not λ-decomposable for all λ > µ. If D′ is uniform
over ω, then D′ is ω-decomposable, by 1.1(iii). Thus, by Proposition
7.1, KD×D′ = {ω, µ}. If µ is measurable, and µ is made singular by
Prikry forcing [Pr1], then in the resulting model there is an ultrafilter
which is κ-decomposable exactly for κ = ω and κ = µ.
We can get a similar example without using forcing, but starting with
ω measurable cardinals. Let D be uniform over ω, and let (µn)n∈ω be
a strictly increasing sequence of measurable cardinals, and take Dn to
be a µn-complete uniform ultrafilter over µn. Set µ = sup{µn|n ∈ ω}
and D∗ =
∑
DDn (see Section 7 for the definition). It is easy to show
that KD∗ = {ω, µ}.
The example can be modified in order to get: KD∗∗ = {ω, µ0, µ1, µ2, . . . , µn, . . . µ}:
just take D′n = D0 ×D1 × · · · ×Dn−1 ×Dn, and D
∗∗ =
∑
DD
′
n.
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In the model constructed in [BM] there is an ultrafilter D such that
KD = {ω, ωω, ωω+1} (ωω-decomposability follows from GCH and The-
orem 6.5(a) with κ = λ+). By taking a projection along some ωω-
decomposition, we get an ultrafilter D′ such that KD′ = {ω, ωω}. See
also the result by H. Woodin stated in [Ma, Theorem 1.5.6(iv)]. The
constructions given in [BM, AH] might shed further light on the prob-
lem of the possible values KD can take.
[Shr] has constructed an ultrafilter for which KD = {ω, κ}, where
κ is inaccessible and not weakly compact. However, it is not exactly
known ([Shr, p. 1007]) for which inaccessible cardinals κ we can have
KD = {ω, κ}; by Theorem 2.19 and 1.1(xi)(xii), κ must be ω-Mahlo,
but it is not known whether we can have, say, κ not ω + 1-Mahlo.
As far as the remaining possibilities are concerned in the case |KD| =
2, we do not know whether we can have:
(a) KD = {ω, 2
ω1} and 2ω < 2ω1 , or
(b) KD = {ω, ωω+1}, or, more generally,
(c) KD = {ω, κ
+} with cfκ = ω, and κ 6= ω.
An affirmative answer to Conjecture 2.12 would prevent (b) and (c),
by 1.1(xi)(xii). If Problem 3.5(a) has an affirmative answer then (a)
cannot hold: this is proved as follows. If D is 2ω1-decomposable, then
D is (2ω1, 2ω1)-regular by 1.1(vii); now, take κ = ω and m = n = 1 in
the statement of Theorem 4.3(a′), and recall that if Problem 3.5(a) has
an affirmative answer then the conclusion of 4.3(a′) can be improved
to κ < µ ≤ 2κ, so that, in the present case, D is µ-decomposable for
some µ with ω < µ ≤ 2ω < 2ω1.
Apparently, the case when |KD| = 2 and infKD > ω has never been
studied. There are trivial cases, e.g., if D is µ-complete and uniform
over µ, and D′ is µ′-complete and uniform over µ′, then KD×D′ =
{µ, µ′}. As another example, if κ is κ+-compact, then there is an
ultrafilter D which is κ-complete, (κ, κ+)-regular, and uniform over
κ+, hence KD = {κ, κ
+}, by 1.1(xii).
In case KD is infinite Shelah’s pcf theory [Sh] deeply influences the
possible values of KD ([Lp10, Lp11]).
The possibility that KD is an interval can always occur: if D is
uniform over λ and (ω, λ)-regular, then KD = [ω, λ], by 1.1(i) and
Remark 1.5(b). If there is no inner model with a measurable cardinal,
then by Donder’s Theorem 1.6, ifD is uniform over λ thenKD is always
equal to [ω, λ], since D is λ′-decomposable for all λ′ < λ by 1.1(i) and
Remark 1.5(b); moreover, D is λ-decomposable by 1.1(iii).
If κ is λ-compact and λ is regular then there is a κ-complete (κ, λ)-
regular ultrafilter uniform over λ, henceKD = {µ|κ ≤ µ ≤ λ and cf µ ≥
κ}, by 1.1(xii) in the case µ regular; then apply Theorem 5.1(b) in order
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to get the case µ singular (since µ<κ = µ, by the result we mentioned
shortly after the definition of strong compactness). If κ ≤ µ ≤ λ and
cf µ < κ then µ 6∈ KD by 1.1(vii).
Hence, a general solution of Problem 6.8 appears to be quite difficult.
Problem 6.8 appears to be connected also with some variations on
the principle we have denoted by U ′(λ) (see Definition 1.7).
Definition 6.9. Let λ be a limit cardinal.
(i) [Lp1, Definition 4.4] U∗(λ) means that for every ultrafilter D, if
there are arbitrarily large regular κ < λ such thatD is κ-decomposable,
then D is (λ, λ)-regular.
(ii) U(λ) means that for every ultrafilter D, if there is λ′ < λ such
that D is κ-decomposable for all regular κ with λ′ < κ < λ, then D is
(λ, λ)-regular.
In [Lp4, p. 132] U(λ) has been stated in the following equivalent
form: “for every ultrafilter D, if there is λ′ < λ such that D is (κ, κ)-
regular for all κ with λ′ < κ < λ, then D is (λ, λ)-regular”. The
equivalence follows from 1.1(xi) and Theorem 2.1(b).
Theorem 5.7 shows that if λ is a singular cardinal, then U(λ) holds.
Clearly, for every limit cardinal λ, U ′(λ) implies U∗(λ), which im-
plies U(λ). [Lp1, Lp4] contain applications of the above principles
to abstract logics. See also [Lp11] for improved results, whose proofs
implicitly use U(λ).
As far as we know, it is possible that U∗(λ) is a theorem of ZFC, for
every singular cardinal λ (our guess is that it is not a theorem). For
sure, the failure of U∗(λ) for λ singular has a quite large consistency
strength; see [Lp1, Proposition 4.5], Corollary 5.3 and the next proposi-
tion. We originally thought that the above principles were quite similar
in strength, but now we know that it is much harder to make U(λ) fail.
In fact, if U(λ) fails then λ is weakly inaccessible, by Theorem 5.7.
The following Proposition gives a condition equivalent to the failure
of U∗(λ).
Proposition 6.10. Let λ be a singular cardinal. Then U∗(λ) fails if
and only if there is an ultrafilter D such that:
(a) D is not cf λ-decomposable;
(b) there are arbitrarily large regular κ < λ for which D is κ-
decomposable;
(c) there are arbitrarily large regular κ < λ for which D is not κ-
decomposable.
Proof. (i) By definition, if U∗(λ) fails there is D which satisfies (b) and
is not (λ, λ)-regular.
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D satisfies (a) since every cf λ-decomposable ultrafilter is (λ, λ)-
regular, by 1.1(xi)(v).
Were (c) false, there would be λ′ < λ such that D is κ-decomposable
for all regular κ with λ′ < κ < λ, but then Theorem 5.7 would imply
that D is (λ, λ)-regular, a contradiction.
Conversely, let D satisfy (a), (b), and (c). Because of (b), if D is not
(λ, λ)-regular then U∗(λ) fails. By Proposition 2.6 and 1.1(xi), every
(λ, λ)-regular ultrafilter is either cfλ-decomposable or (λ′, λ)-regular
for some λ′ < λ. But this is impossible: the first possibility cannot
occur because of (a), and the second possibility cannot occur because
of (c), since every (λ′, λ)-regular ultrafilter is κ-decomposable for all
regular κ with λ′ ≤ κ ≤ λ, by 1.1(xii). 
Proposition 6.10 still holds if we replace everywhere U∗(λ) by U ′(λ)
and we delete the word “regular” in condition (b).
Notice that the example mentioned shortly before Definition 6.9 can
be used in order to provide a singular cardinal λ and a (λ, λ)-regular
not cf λ-decomposable ultrafilter D such that there are arbitrarily large
regular κ < λ for which D is κ-decomposable and there are arbitrarily
large singular κ < λ for which D is not κ-decomposable. Just take λ
singular with ω < cf λ < κ.
We expect to be able to find more applications of Kanamori and
Ketonen’s results, as well as of their generalizations Theorems 6.2 and
6.3.
7. Regularity of products.
Given certain regular ultrafilters, we sometimes can “sum” their reg-
ularities by taking products. This is because the regularity properties
of D ×D′ are determined by the regularity properties of D and of D′
(Proposition 7.1).
In this section we shall present some examples, and, more gener-
ally, we shall consider D-sums; some similar results appeared in [Ket1,
Section 5] under much stronger assumptions, such as ω1-completeness.
The product D×D′ of two ultrafilters D and D′ (over I, I ′, respec-
tively) is the ultrafilter over I × I ′ defined by: X ∈ D×D′ if and only
if {i ∈ I|{i′ ∈ I ′|(i, i′) ∈ X} ∈ D′} ∈ D.
The following proposition is useful and has a simple proof, but might
be new.
Proposition 7.1. For D, D′ ultrafilters, the following are equivalent:
(a) D ×D′ is (λ, µ)-regular;
(b) there is a cardinal ν such that D is (ν, µ)-regular and D′ is (λ, ν ′)-
regular for all ν ′ < ν.
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Thus, in particular, D ×D′ is (λ, λ)-regular if and only if either D
is (λ, λ)-regular or D′ is (λ, λ)-regular.
Proof. We believe that the proof can be best viewed in model-theoretical
terms, using Form III of the definition of regularity (at least, we discov-
ered the result by reasoning in model-theoretical terms). An alternative
proof of 7.1 using Form I can be obtained from the proof of 7.4 below
(which is a result stronger than 7.1).
It is well known that, for every model A,
∏
D×D′ A
∼=
∏
D
∏
D′ A
(throughout, we shall use the same names for corresponding elements
of
∏
D×D′ A and of
∏
D
∏
D′ A).
Now, suppose that there exists a ν as in statement (b) of the Propo-
sition. Then the following is true: whenever X ⊆ µ and |X| < ν then
there is xX ∈
∏
D′〈Sλ(µ),⊆, {α}〉α<µ such that d({α}) ⊆ xX for every
α ∈ X (by Form III, since if |X| = ν ′ < ν then D′ is (λ, ν ′)-regular,
and Sλ(X) ⊆ Sλ(µ) is isomorphic to Sλ(ν
′)). Further, we can have
X = {α ∈ µ|d(α) ⊆ xX}: just replace xX by x
′
X(i
′) = X ∩ xX(i
′).
In other words,
∏
D′〈Sλ(µ),⊆, {α}〉α<µ contains a “copy” of 〈Sν(µ),⊆
, {α}〉α<µ, whence, by the (ν, µ)-regularity of D, in
∏
D
∏
D′〈Sλ(µ),⊆
, {α}〉α<µ ∼=
∏
D×D′〈Sλ(µ),⊆, {α}〉α<µ there is an element y such that
d({α}) ⊆ y for every α ∈ µ, so that D ×D′ is (λ, µ)-regular.
If one needs the actual definition of a (λ, µ)-regularizing function,
this goes as follows: for every X ⊆ µ with |X| < ν let x
X
be as above.
Thus, x
X
is (the equivalence class modulo D of) a function x
X
: I ′ →
Sλ(X) ⊆ Sλ(µ) such that if α ∈ X then {i
′ ∈ I ′|α ∈ x
X
(i′)} ∈ D′. Now,
let g : I → Sν(µ) witness the (ν, µ)-regularity ofD, as given by Form II.
Thus, for every α ∈ µ, {i ∈ I|α ∈ g(i)} ∈ D. Then f : I →
∏
D′ Sλ(µ)
defined by f(i) = xg(i) witnesses the (λ, µ)-regularity of D×D
′, since,
for every α ∈ µ, {(i, i′)|α ∈ f(i)(i′)} = {(i, i′)|α ∈ xg(i)(i
′)} ∈ D ×D′,
since {i ∈ I|{i′ ∈ I ′|α ∈ xg(i)(i
′)} ∈ D′} ⊇ {i ∈ I|α ∈ g(i)} ∈ D.
Having proved that (b)⇒(a), let us prove (a)⇒(b). Suppose thatD×
D′ is (λ, µ)-regular, so that, by Form III, in
∏
D×D′〈Sλ(µ),⊆, {α}〉α<µ
there is an element x such that d({α}) ⊆ x for every α ∈ µ. Thus, x
is in
∏
D
∏
D′ Sλ(µ), and this means that there is a function f : I →∏
D′ Sλ(µ) such that for every α ∈ µ {i ∈ I|
∏
D′ Sλ(µ) |= d({α}) ⊆
f(i)} ∈ D.
Define g : I → S(µ) by g(i) = {α ∈ µ|
∏
D′ Sλ(µ) |= d({α}) ⊆ f(i)}.
Since α ∈ g(i) if and only if
∏
D′ Sλ(µ) |= d({α}) ⊆ f(i), then for every
α ∈ µ {i ∈ I|α ∈ g(i)} ∈ D.
Let ν = supi∈I(|g(i)|
+); thus, g : I → Sν(µ) makes D (ν, µ)-regular,
according to Form II. By the definition of ν, for every ν ′ < ν there is
i ∈ I such that |{α ∈ µ|α ∈ g(i)}| ≥ ν ′.
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Given any ν ′ < ν, fix some i as above. Then |{α ∈ µ|
∏
D′ Sλ(µ) |=
d({α}) ⊆ f(i)}| ≥ ν ′. Choose X ⊆ {α ∈ µ|
∏
D′ Sλ(µ) |= d({α}) ⊆
f(i)} with |X| = ν ′, and, for i′ ∈ I ′, define f ′(i′) = X ∩ f(i)(i′). Since
Sλ(ν
′) is isomorphic to Sλ(X), f
′ : I ′ → Sλ(X) witnesses the (λ, ν
′)-
regularity of D′, as given by Form II, since if α ∈ X then
∏
D′ Sλ(µ) |=
d({α}) ⊆ f(i), that is, {i′ ∈ I ′|d({α}) ⊆ f(i)(i′)} ∈ D′, thus {i′ ∈
I ′|d({α}) ⊆ f ′(i′)} ∈ D′.
As for the last statement in the Proposition, the if-part follows from
1.1(ii) and the fact that both D ≤ D ×D′ and D′ ≤ D ×D′.
On the other side, if D×D′ is (λ, λ)-regular, then, by the equivalence
of (a) and (b), there is a cardinal ν such that D is (ν, λ)-regular and
D′ is (λ, ν ′)-regular for all ν ′ < ν. Thus, by 1.1(i), if ν ≤ λ then D is
(λ, λ)-regular, and if ν > λ then D′ is (λ, λ)-regular 
Thus, for example, if D is (ν+, µ)-regular and D′ is (λ, ν)-regular,
and neither D nor D′ is (κ, κ)-regular, then D × D′ is (λ, µ)-regular
and not (κ, κ)-regular (see also Proposition 7.6).
As another example, if D is not (λ+, λ+)-regular and if D′ is not
(λ, λ+)-regular, then D ×D′ is not (λ, λ+)-regular.
On the contrary, if D is (λ+, λ+)-regular, and D′ is (λ, λ)-regular
then D ×D′ is (λ, λ+)-regular (this improves [Ket1, Theorem 5.8]); in
particular, Theorem 2.1(b) implies that if D is (λ+, λ+)-regular then
D × D is (λ, λ+)-regular. More generally, if D is (λ+n, λ+n)-regular
then D ×D × · · · ×D (n+ 1 factors) is (λ, λ+n)-regular. Moreover, if
D is (λ+n+1, λ+2n+1)-regular then D × D is (λ, λ+2n+1)-regular, since
if D is (λ+n+1, λ+2n+1)-regular then D is (λ, λ+n)-regular by iterating
Theorem 2.13(ii) n+1 times; then apply Proposition 7.1 with D = D′
and ν = λ+n+1.
Notice that Proposition 7.1, together with 1.1(xi), implies that, if κ
is regular, then D × D′ is κ-decomposable if and only if either D or
D′ is κ-decomposable. This is not necessarily true when κ is singular:
let D be uniform over ω, and suppose that κ is κ+ω-compact; thus,
there is an ω1-complete (κ, κ
+ω)-regular ultrafilter D′, which is not
κ+ω-decomposable, by 1.1(vii), but which is κ+n-decomposable for all
n < ω, by 1.1(xii). Now, D×D′ is (ω, ω)-regular and κ+n-decomposable
for all n < ω, by 1.1(vi)(xi) and the last statement in Theorem 7.1;
then Theorem 5.1(b) implies that D × D′ is κ+ω-decomposable, since
(λ+ω)<ω = λ+ω. However, neither D nor D′ is κ+ω-decomposable.
We do not know whether we have a counterexample as above in
which D = D′.
Problem 7.2. Can there be a D not κ-decomposable such that D×D
is κ-decomposable?
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As an application of Proposition 7.1 we can get a generalization (with
a simpler proof) of a result by Ketonen. [Ket2, Theorem 1.1] is the
particular case λ = κ of the next proposition.
Proposition 7.3. If κ is regular, λ ≥ κ, and the ultrafilter D is (κ, λ)-
regular and has no κ-least function then D ×D is (ω, λ)-regular.
Proof. Immediate from 1.1(i), Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 7.1. 
There is a version of Proposition 7.1 for sums of ultrafilters.
IfD is an ultrafilter over I, and for every i ∈ I Di is an ultrafilter over
some set Ii, the D-sum
∑
DDi of the Di’s modulo D is the ultrafilter
over {(i, j)|i ∈ I, j ∈ Ii} defined by X ∈
∑
DDi if and only if {i ∈
I|{j ∈ Ii|(i, j) ∈ X} ∈ Di} ∈ D (cf. e.g. [Ket1, Definition 0.4]).
In the particular case when all the Di’s are equal (to, say, D
′) we get
the product D ×D′, thus the following proposition generalizes Propo-
sition 7.1.
Proposition 7.4. (a)
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular if and only if there is a
function g : I → S(µ) such that {i ∈ I|α ∈ g(i)} ∈ D for every α ∈ µ
and such that for every i ∈ I Di is (λ, |g(i)|)-regular (equivalently, we
can just ask that {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, |g(i)|)-regular} ∈ D).
(a′)
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular if and only if there is a family (Xα)α∈µ
of elements in D such that for every i ∈ I Di is (λ, |{α ∈ µ|i ∈ Xα}|)-
regular (equivalently, we can just ask that {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, |{α ∈ µ|i ∈
Xα}|)-regular} ∈ D).
(b) If
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular then for every cardinal ν either D is
(ν, µ)-regular, or {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, ν)-regular} ∈ D.
(c) If D is (ν+, µ)-regular and {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, ν)-regular} ∈ D, then∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular.
(d)
∑
DDi is (λ, λ)-regular if and only if either D is (λ, λ)-regular
or {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, λ)-regular} ∈ D.
Proof. (a) can be proved in a way similar to the proof of Proposition
7.1, noticing that, for every model A, if E =
∑
DDi then
∏
EA
∼=∏
D
∏
Di
A. A direct proof of (a′) is given below. However, the two
proofs are interchangeable, since it is immediate to see that (a) and
(a′) are equivalent. Indeed, if g is a function as given by (a), then
define, for each α ∈ µ, Xα = {i ∈ I|α ∈ g(i)}: the Xα’s then satisfy
(a′). Conversely, given Xα’s as in (a
′), let g(i) = {α ∈ µ|i ∈ Xα}:
then g satisfies (a) (indeed, this is nothing but the usual proof for the
equivalence of Forms I and II in the definition of (λ, µ)-regularity).
Notice that both in (a) and in (a′) the condition inside the parenthesis
is equivalent to the condition outside, since if X 6∈ D then
∑
DDi does
not depend on the Di’s (i ∈ X).
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Now, let us prove (a′). Suppose that
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular, that is,
by Form I, there exist sets (Zα)α∈µ in
∑
DDi such that the intersection
of any λ of them is empty. For every α ∈ µ, let Xα = {i ∈ I|{j ∈
Ii|(i, j) ∈ Zα} ∈ Di}. Thus, for every α ∈ µ, Xα ∈ D, since Zα ∈∑
DDi.
If i ∈ Xα, let Yαi = {j ∈ Ii|(i, j) ∈ Zα}. Thus, Yαi ∈ Di. We
claim that, for each i ∈ I, the family {Yαi|α ∈ µ is such that i ∈ Xα}
witnesses the (λ, |{α ∈ µ|i ∈ Xα}|)-regularity of Di. If not, for some
i there is B ⊆ {α ∈ µ|i ∈ Xα} with |B| = λ such that
⋂
α∈B Yαi 6= ∅.
If j ∈
⋂
α∈B Yαi, then (i, j) ∈
⋂
α∈B Zα, absurd, since (Zα)α∈µ was
supposed to be a (λ, µ)-regularizing family for
∑
DDi.
Conversely, suppose that there are (Xα)α∈µ as given in (a
′), and for
every i ∈ I let {Yαi|α ∈ µ is such that i ∈ Xα} witness the (λ, |{α ∈
µ|i ∈ Xα}|)-regularity ofDi. For α ∈ µ, let Zα = {(i, j)|i ∈ Xα and j ∈
Yαi}. Thus, Zα ∈
∑
DDi.
We claim that the Zα’s witness the (λ, µ)-regularity of
∑
DDi. In-
deed, if by contradiction
⋂
α∈B Zα 6= ∅ for some B with |B| = λ, say
(i, j) ∈
⋂
α∈B Zα, then j ∈
⋂
α∈B Yαi, and this contradicts the assump-
tion that {Yαi|α ∈ µ is such that i ∈ Xα} witnesses the (λ, |{α ∈ µ|i ∈
Xα}|)-regularity of Di.
Hence, we have proved (a) and (a′).
(b) Since
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular, there is a function g : I → S(µ)
as given by (a). If {i ∈ I||g(i)| < ν} ∈ D then D is (ν, µ)-regular by
Form II since we can change the values of g for a set not in D hence,
without loss of generality, we can suppose that g : I → Sν(µ).
Otherwise, {i ∈ I||g(i)| ≥ ν} ∈ D, hence {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, ν)-regular} ∈
D, by (a) and 1.1(i).
(c) If D is (ν+, µ)-regular, then, by Form II, there is g : I → Sν+(µ)
witnessing it. Thus, |g(i)| ≤ ν, for every i ∈ I, hence, by 1.1(i) and
(a),
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular.
(d) The only-if part is immediate from (b) with µ = ν = λ.
Conversely, if {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, λ)-regular} ∈ D then (c) with µ = ν =
λ implies that
∑
DDi is (λ, λ)-regular, by 1.1(xiii). On the other side,
if D is (λ, λ)-regular, then
∑
DDi is (λ, λ)-regular, by 1.1(ii), since
trivially D ≤
∑
DDi.
Notice that in (b) and (d) we cannot replace “{i ∈ I|Di is (λ, ν)-
regular} ∈ D” by “for every i ∈ I Di is (λ, ν)-regular”. This is because
if X 6∈ D then
∑
DDi does not really depend on the ultrafilters Di
(i ∈ X), hence the Di’s (i ∈ X) can be chosen arbitrarily. 
For example, suppose that, in the same model of Set Theory, for
every n < ω there is an ultrafilter Dn which is (ωn, ωn)-regular, and
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which for no m < n is (ωm, ωm+1)-regular. Then, if we take D uniform
over ω, the sum
∑
DDn is (ωn, ωn)-regular, for every n < ω, but for
no n < ω
∑
DDn is (ωn, ωn+1)-regular (compare with Problem 2.14).
Notice that, without loss of generality, each Dn can be chosen uniform
over ωn, by 1.1(viii)(iii)(ii); in this case,
∑
DDn is uniform over ωω.
When D has a least function, the condition in Proposition 7.4 can
be simplified.
Corollary 7.5. Suppose that µ is regular, the ultrafilter D is (µ, µ)-
regular and has a µ-least function f . Then
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular if
and only if {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, cff(i))-regular} ∈ D.
Proof. If
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular then there is a function g : I → S(µ)
as given by Proposition 7.4(a), such that for every i ∈ I Di is (λ, |g(i)|)-
regular.
For i ∈ I, let f ′(i) = sup(g(i) ∩ f(i)). Thus, f ′(i) ≤ f(i) for every
i ∈ I. Since for every α < µ both {i ∈ I|α < f(i)} and {i ∈ I|α ∈ g(i)}
belong to D, we have that {i ∈ I|α < f ′(i)} ∈ D. Since f is a µ-least
function, {i ∈ I|f(i) = f ′(i)} ∈ D, hence {i ∈ I|cff(i) ≤ |g(i)|} ∈ D,
and we are done by 1.1(i).
For the converse, suppose that {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, cff(i))-regular} ∈ D.
The arguments in the proof of [Ket1, Theorem 1.3] show that there is
a g : I → S(µ) such that {i ∈ I | |g(i)| = cff(i)} ∈ D and for every
α ∈ µ {i ∈ I|α ∈ g(i)} ∈ D. Then the conclusion is immediate from
Proposition 7.4(a). 
Corollary 7.5 improves [Ket1, Theorem 5.6].
Notice that if D has a µ-least function, it is not necessarily the case
that D ×D has a µ-least function (see Remark 8.5(b))
It is natural to ask whether Proposition 7.4 can be improved (and
simplified) to: “
∑
DDi is (λ, µ)-regular if and only if there is a cardinal
ν such that D is (ν, µ)-regular and for every ν ′ < ν {i ∈ I|Di is (λ, ν
′)-regular} ∈
D”. The next example shows that the above statement is false.
Let D be (ωω, ωω+1)-regular, but not (ωn, ωn)-regular for n > 0 (as
we mentioned, [BM] produced such an ultrafilter). By Theorem 6.2 and
1.1(i), D has an ωω+1-least function f and, by Theorem 6.3 and 1.1(i),
for every n < ω {i ∈ I|cff(i) > ωn} ∈ D. For every i ∈ I, if cff(i) = ωn
and n > 0, let Di be an (ω, ωn−1)-regular ultrafilter over ωn−1; notice
that {i ∈ I| cf f(i) = ω} 6∈ D, so that if cf f(i) = ω then Di can be
chosen arbitrarily. Corollary 7.5 implies that
∑
DDi is not (ω, ωω+1)-
regular, but for every n < ω {i ∈ I|Di is (ω, ωn)-regular} ∈ D, since
{i ∈ I|cff(i) > ωn+1} ∈ D.
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Notice that, in the above example,
∑
DDi is (ωω, ωω+1)-regular,
(ω, ωn)-regular for all n < ω, hence (ω, ωω)-regular by Proposition 5.4,
but not (ωn, ωω+1)-regular for n < ω, again by Corollary 7.5.
The following is a generalization of [Ket1, Theorem 5.9].
Proposition 7.6. For every cardinals λ, µ, χ, and for every set K of
cardinals, the following are equivalent:
(a) There is a χ-complete (λ, µ)-regular ultrafilter which for no κ ∈ K
is (κ, κ)-regular.
(b) For every ν with λ ≤ ν ≤ µ there is a χ-complete (ν, ν)-regular
ultrafilter which for no κ ∈ K is (κ, κ)-regular.
(c) For every ν with λ ≤ ν ≤ µ there are an n ∈ ω and a χ-complete
(ν+n, ν+n)-regular ultrafilter which for no κ ∈ K is (κ, κ)-regular.
Proof. (a)⇒(b) is trivial, by 1.1(i).
First, we prove the converse in the case χ = ω. Let Dν (λ ≤ ν ≤ µ)
be ultrafilters as given by (b). Construct inductively, for each ν with
λ ≤ ν ≤ µ, a chain of models Aν as follows.
Aλ is
∏
Dλ
〈Sλ(µ), Sκ(κ),⊆, {α}〉κ∈K,α∈µ∪supK;
Aν+ is
∏
D
ν+
Aν ; and
Aν is
∏
Dν
(limν′<νAν′), if ν is limit, where limν′<νAν′ denotes the
direct limit of the Aν′’s with respect to the natural embeddings.
Iterating the arguments in the proof of Proposition 7.1 it can be
shown by induction on ν (λ ≤ ν ≤ µ) that whenever X ⊆ µ and
|X| ≤ ν then there is x
X
∈ Aν such that d({α}) ⊆ xX for every α ∈ X .
In other words, for every ν, Aν contains a copy of Sν+(µ).
The base ν = λ of the induction is just Form III of the definition of
(λ, λ)-regularity, since if |X| = λ then Sλ(X) is isomorphic to Sλ(λ).
The successor step is dealt exactly as in the proof of 7.1: by the induc-
tive hypothesis, Aν contains a copy of Sν+(µ), hence, by the (ν
+, ν+)-
regularity of Dν+ , Aν+ =
∏
D
ν+
Aν contains a copy of Sν++(µ).
The case ν limit is similar: limν′<νAν′ contains a copy of Sν′(µ) for
each ν ′ < ν, hence a copy of
⋃
ν′<ν Sν′(µ) = Sν(µ), thus
∏
Dν
(limν′<νAν′)
contains a copy of Sν+(µ), by the (ν, ν)-regularity of Dν .
Thus, in the final model Aµ there is an element x such that d({α}) ⊆
x for every α ∈ µ; now, Aµ is a complete extension (see [CK, Section
6.4]) of 〈Sλ(µ),⊆〉, and by [CK, Theorem 6.4.4] there is an ultrafilter
D such that
∏
D〈Sλ(µ),⊆〉 is embeddable in Aµ and x is in the range
of the embedding. Thus, D is (λ, µ)-regular (Form III).
Let κ ∈ K. Since noDν is (κ, κ)-regular, we have thatD is not (κ, κ)-
regular, again by using the arguments in the proof of Proposition 7.1.
Indeed, at no stage of the construction of the Aν’s there can appear an
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element witnessing (κ, κ)-regularity. A fortiori, no such element can be
in
∏
D Sκ(κ). (This is the reason why we have included the Sκ(κ)’s in
our models).
Having proved (b)⇒(a) in the case χ = ω, let now χ be arbi-
trary. Since, as we mentioned in the introduction, an ultrafilter D
is χ-complete if and only if for no χ′ < χ D is (χ′, χ′)-regular, then
the result for χ-complete ultrafilters follows from the case χ = ω, by
appropriately extending the set K.
Thus, (b)⇒(a) is proved.
(c) is equivalent to (b) by Theorem 2.1(b). 
Less direct proofs of Proposition 7.6 can be obtained from the proof
of [Lp2, Theorem 3] (stated here as Theorem 4.5) or from the proof of
[Lp11, Theorem 10] (cf. also [Lp9, Theorem 7] ; notice that there the
order of λ and µ is exchanged, in the definition of regularity).
If I is a finite set, we can generalize Proposition 7.6 to the effect
that there is a χ-complete ultrafilter which is (λi, µi)-regular for every
i ∈ I and not (κ, κ)-regular for κ ∈ K if and only if for every i ∈ I and
for every ν with λi ≤ ν ≤ µi there is a χ-complete ultrafilter which is
(ν, ν)-regular and not (κ, κ)-regular for κ ∈ K.
This is because for each i ∈ I Proposition 7.6 gives a (λi, µi)-regular
not (κ, κ)-regular ultrafilterDi, and then, letting I = {i1, . . . , in}, Di1×
Di2 × · · · ×Din is the desired ultrafilter, by Proposition 7.1.
The above statement is not true when I is infinite, already in the
case λi = µi. Suppose that GCH holds, and that (µi)i∈ω is a strictly
increasing sequence of measurable cardinals, and let κ = supµi. Then
for every i < ω there is a (µi, µi)-regular not (κ, κ)-regular ultrafilter;
but GCH, 1.1(vii)(xi) and Theorems 5.1(a) and 2.1(b) imply that any
ultrafilter which is (µi, µi)-regular for every i < ω is (κ, κ)-regular.
8. Further remarks.
In this section we add a few disparate remarks (of course, we state
some problems, too, in order to keep on with the tradition).
Proposition 8.1. Suppose that λ, µ, κ are regular cardinals, and that
there is a sequence (fα)α∈κ of functions from λ to µ which is increasing
modulo eventual dominance (that is, for every α < β < κ there is γ < λ
such that fα(δ) < fβ(δ), for every δ > γ), and suppose that there is
no function from λ to µ which eventually dominates all the fα’s. Then
every (κ, κ)-regular ultrafilter is either (λ, λ)-regular or (µ, µ)-regular.
Proof. Consider a model A with unary predicates U, V,W representing
κ, λ, µ respectively, with a binary predicate < representing the well
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orders of κ, λ, µ, and a ternary relationR such that for α ∈ κ R(α,−,−)
represents the diagram of fα. Thus, A satisfies
∀xy(U(x)∧U(y)∧x < y ⇒ ∃z(V (z)∧∀z′ > z(V (z′)⇒ ∀w,w′(R(x, z′, w)∧
R(y, z′, w′)⇒ w < w′))))
Let D be an ultrafilter, consider the ultrapower of the above model,
and recall that, by 1.1(xi), if κ is regular, then κ-descending incom-
pleteness is equivalent to (κ, κ)-regularity. If D is κ-descendingly in-
complete, then in
∏
D U there is an element x greater than all d(α)’s
(α ∈ κ). Now, R(x,−,−) is the diagram of a function g from
∏
D V to∏
DW , and, by the above-displayed formula and  Losˇ Theorem, g even-
tually dominates all the functions with diagram given by R(d(α),−,−)
(α ∈ κ).
If D is not (λ, λ)-regular, that is, not λ-descendingly incomplete,
then the z whose existence is asserted by (*) is bounded by some d(γ)
with γ < λ, hence, without loss of generality, we can assume z = d(γ).
In particular, for every α ∈ κ there is γα ∈ λ such that, from γα on, g
dominates the function with diagram given by R(d(α),−,−).
If D is not (µ, µ)-regular, that is, not µ-descendingly incomplete,
define, for γ ∈ λ, g′(γ) = inf{δ ∈ µ|g(d(γ)) ≤ d(δ)}. Thus, g′ : λ → µ
and g|λ ≤ g
′ pointwise. Translating (in A) the fact that, from γα
on, g dominates the function with diagram given by R(d(α),−,−), we
have that, from γα on, g
′ dominates fα, thus g
′ dominates all the fα’s,
contradicting our assumption. 
The above proposition might be relevant to the problems discussed in
Section 3. See [BK], [KM, p. 180] and [Lp1, Theorem 0.25] for connec-
tions between regularity of ultrafilters and the existence of families of
eventually different functions. Probably, the argument in Proposition
8.1 can be elaborated further.
In some cases, we can prove Theorem 2.2 without the hypothesis
cfµ 6= cfλ. The simplest case is when cfλ = cfµ = ω, λ has the form
ν+ω for some ν, while µ = supn∈ω µn, where the µn’s can be chosen to
be limit cardinals. This is a consequence of the next proposition (it is
case α = 2). In order to prove the general form, we need a definition.
If cfµ = ω, define as follows the relation “the order of µ is ≥ α”, for
α 6= 0 an ordinal.
The order of every µ of cofinality ω is ≥ 1;
If α > 1, the order of µ is ≥ α if and only if for every β < α µ is
a limit of some sequence of cardinals, each of cofinality ω and of order
≥ β.
Of course, we could define the order of µ to be the least α such that
the order of µ is ≥ α, but we shall not actually need this.
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Proposition 8.2. Suppose that λ and µ are infinite cardinals, and
(a) α > 0 and α ≤ the first weakly inaccessible cardinal (or there is
none); and
(b) µ has cofinality ω and order ≥ α; and
(c) λ < µ, and λ = ν+γ, for some γ < ωα (ordinal exponentiation),
and some regular cardinal ν.
If D is a (λ+, µ)-regular ultrafilter, then D is (λ, µ)-regular. More-
over, D is either (ω, ω)-regular, or (ν, µ)-regular.
Proof. If cfλ > ω then D is (λ, µ)-regular by Theorem 2.15(ii).
If cfλ = ω and D is (ω, ω)-regular then D is (λ, µ)-regular by Theo-
rem 2.13(iii) and 1.5(a), since cf
∏
D λ = cf
∏
D cf λ.
We shall prove by induction on α that the proposition is true for
every ultrafilter which is not (ω, ω)-regular.
The case α = 1 is a particular case of Theorem 2.15(ii), since in this
case λ = ν+n for some n < ω, and ν is regular.
Suppose the statement of the proposition true for all β < α, and let
λ, µ, ν, γ and D be given. Let δ be the smallest ordinal such that D is
(ν+δ, µ)-regular. Notice that δ ≤ γ + 1, since D is (ν+γ+1, µ)-regular,
thus ν+δ < µ. Notice also that γ + 1 < ωα, since α > 0, hence ωα is
limit.
We want to show that δ = 0. If not, by Theorem 2.15(ii), either δ is
limit, or δ = ε+ 1 and cf ε = ω.
Since D is not (ω, ω)-regular, D is ω1-complete, hence µ
∗-complete,
where µ∗ is the first measurable cardinal, hence for all κ < µ∗ D is not
(κ, κ)-regular. We now show that δ is not limit. If δ is limit, then, since
δ ≤ γ+1 < ωα, we necessarily have cf δ < sup{α, ω1} ≤ the first weakly
inaccessible cardinal, hence δ cannot be limit by Proposition 2.6, since
then ν+δ would be a singular cardinal, δ being smaller than the first
weakly inaccessible cardinal, and since D is not (cf ν+δ, cf ν+δ)-regular,
cf ν+δ being smaller than the first measurable cardinal.
So, let δ = ε + 1 and cfε = ω. Since ε < δ ≤ γ + 1 < ωα, then,
by expressing ε in normal form, we get that ε has the form ε′ + ωβ,
for some β < α, β > 0. By hypothesis, µ has order ≥ α, so that
µ = supn∈ω µn for certain µn’s of cofinality ω and order ≥ β. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that µn > ν
+ε, for every n ∈ ω, since
ε ≤ γ, supn∈ω µn = µ > λ = ν
+γ , and µ is limit.
Let us fix n. By the definition of δ, D is (ν+δ, µ)-regular, that is,
(ν+ε+1, µ)-regular, hence, by 1.1(i), (ν+ε+1, µ+n )-regular, and (ν
+ε, µn)-
regular by Theorem 2.13(ii). By Proposition 2.6, and since D is not
(ω, ω)-regular, there is η < ε = ε′+ωβ such that D is (ν+η, µn)-regular;
hence either η ≤ ε′ or η = ε′ + η′ with η′ < ωβ. In both cases, D is
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(ν+ε
′+1, µn)-regular: if η ≤ ε
′, by 1.1(i); if η = ε′ + η′ with η′ < ωβ by
the inductive hypothesis with β in place of α, µn in place of µ, η or
η − 1 in place of γ, ν+ε
′+1 in place of ν, and ν+n in place of λ), and
since ν+ε
′+1 is a regular cardinal.
Since ε′ does not depend on n, thenD is (ν+ε
′+1, µ)-regular by Propo-
sition 5.4(a), but this contradicts the choice of δ, so δ = 0 and D is
(ν, µ)-regular. 
Proposition 8.2 can be used in order to improve Proposition 5.4 a
bit. Anyone of the assumptions (a)-(d) in the hypotheses of Proposi-
tion 5.4 can be replaced by the conjunction of the assumptions (a)-(c)
stated in the hypothesis of Proposition 8.2. We do not know whether
the hypothesis cfλ 6= cfκ in Theorem 6.5 (cases (a)(b)), too, can be
replaced by the conjunction of the assumptions (a)-(c) of Proposition
8.2.
We do not know whether a result similar to Proposition 8.2 can be
proved for cardinals λ, µ of cofinality > ω. The argument in the proof
of 8.2 breaks since if D is not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, nonetheless D might
be (λ′, λ′)-regular for some λ′ < cfλ. In other words, we can prove a
result analogous to 8.2 only if we assume (cfλ)+-completeness. The
situation is similar to the proof of Corollary 5.3.
We turn to another kind of problem.
Problem 8.3. Are the regularity properties of an ultrafilter D deter-
mined by the function λ→ cf(
∏
D〈λ,<〉)?
More precisely, is it always true that if D and D′ are ultrafilters and
cf(
∏
D〈λ,<〉) = cf(
∏
D′〈λ,<〉) for every cardinal λ then for every pair
of cardinals ν, µ D is (µ, ν)-regular if and only if D′ is (µ, ν)-regular?
Theorem 2.13 suggests that the answer to Problem 8.3 might be
affirmative.
Problem 8.4. Which results of the present paper generalize to the
notion (λ, µ) ⇒ (λ′, µ′) of [Lp1, Definition 0.12] or [L13, p. 139]. See
also [Lp3, Definition 1.2] and [L12].
We suspect that most results generalize; the problem is whether
we need the parameter κ of [Lp1, 0.21(c)] and, if this is necessary, to
determine the smallest possible value of this parameter. Most results in
Section 5 do not generalize, unless in the definition of (λ, µ)⇒ (λ′, µ′)
one considers only simple extensions (that is, extensions generated by
a single element: in order to make sense, one has to deal only with
models having Skolem functions).
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Remarks 8.5. (a) The notions of a least function and of a κ-least func-
tion (Definition 6.1) are interesting only in the case κ regular. Indeed,
an ultrafilter D has a κ-least function if and only if it has a cf κ-least
function, as we are going to show.
Let κ be singular, and let C = (βα)α∈cf κ be a sequence of order type
cfκ closed and unbounded in κ.
If D is over I, and g : I → κ is a κ-least function, let h : I → κ
be defined by h(i) = sup{βα ∈ C|βα ≤ g(i)}: for every i, h(i) belongs
to C, since C is closed. Moreover, h(i) ≤ g(i). Notice that, for every
α ∈ cf κ, βα ≤ h(i) if and only if βα ≤ g(i). It cannot be the case that
h is bounded mod D by some β < κ: were this the case, take βα ∈ C
such that βα ≥ β; then {i ∈ I|β < h(i)} ⊇ {i ∈ I|βα < h(i)} ∈ D.
Since g is a κ-least function, then {i ∈ I|h(i) = g(i)} ∈ D. This implies
that the function h′ defined by h′(i) = the α ∈ κ such that βα = h(i)
is a cf κ-least function.
Conversely, suppose that h : I → cfκ is a cf κ-least function. With-
out loss of generality, we can suppose that {i ∈ I|h(i) is limit} ∈ D.
Define g : I → κ by g(i) = βh(i). We want to show that g is a κ-least
function. Indeed, g is clearly unbounded in κ (mod D). If f : I → κ,
f ≤ g (mod D) and f is unbounded in κ (mod D), let f ′ : I → cf κ
be defined by f ′(i) = the least α ∈ cf κ such that f(i) ≤ βα. f
′ is un-
bounded in cf κ (mod D), since were f ′ bounded (mod D) by α ∈ cf κ,
then f would be bounded (mod D) in κ by βα, absurd. Since h is a
cf κ-least function, then h ≤ f ′ (mod D); thus g(i) = βh(i) ≤ βf ′(i) for i
in a set in D. Thus, for a set in D, f(i) ≤ g(i) ≤ βf ′(i). Since the image
of g is contained in C, by the definition of f ′, we have g(i) = βf ′(i).
Again by the definition of f ′, and since g(i) is a limit point of C, we
get f(i) = g(i). Thus, f = g (mod D), hence g is a κ-least function.
(b) It may happen that D has a least function but D×D has no least
function. [FMS] constructed an ultrafilter D uniform over ω1, hence
(ω1, ω1)-regular, which is not (ω, ω1)-regular, hence D has an ω1-least
function (equivalently, a least function, since D is uniform over ω1) by
[BK, Section 2], [Ka1, Theorem 2.3]. However D×D is (ω, ω1)-regular
by Theorem 7.1, and cannot have a least function by [Ket1, Theorem
2.4] (see Theorem 6.3).
(c) The above remarks lead to the following definition. If 〈X,≤〉 is
a linear order, let us say that an ultrafilter D over I has an 〈X,≤〉-
least function (or, simply, an X-least function, if the order on X is
understood) if and only if there exists a function f : I → X such that
{i ∈ I|x < f(i)} ∈ D, for every x ∈ X , yet for every g : I → X ,
{i ∈ I|g(i) < f(i)} ∈ D implies that there is x ∈ X such that {i ∈
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I|g(i) < x} ∈ D. In other words, in
∏
D〈X,≤〉, fD is the least element
larger than all the d(x)’s (x ∈ X).
Thus, a κ-least function as defined in 6.1 is the same as a 〈κ,≤〉-least
function in the above sense.
Of course, there are orders X for which the existence of an X-least
function is forbidden, for example, take X to be any order in which
every element has an immediate predecessor (by elementarity, this is
true in
∏
DX , too, hence no least function is possible).
Notice that if D is the ultrafilter given in (b), then D has an ω1-least
function but not an X-least function, where X = {x ∈
∏
D ω1| for some
α < ω1, x < d(α)}.
However, the arguments in (a) give the following. Suppose that X
is a linear order, and C ⊆ X is a well order cofinal in X of type κ (κ
a regular cardinal) and such that
(*) whenever H ⊆ C is nonempty, supH computed in X exists and
is the same as computed in C.
Then an ultrafilter D has an X-least function if and only if it has a
κ-least function.
(d) The remarks in (b) and (c) above are connected as follows. We
get a condition under which D ×D′ has a κ-least function.
Suppose that D, D′ are ultrafilters, and let X = {x ∈
∏
D′ κ| for
some α < κ, x < d(α)}. Thus, X has cofinality κ. If there exists a well
order C cofinal in X and satisfying (*) above, then D has a κ-least
function if and only if D × D′ has a κ-least function: just apply (c)
with X as above, recalling that
∏
D×D′ κ
∼=
∏
D
∏
D′ κ.
In Proposition 2.11 we showed that if D is a (λ, λ)-regular non
(cfλ, cfλ)-regular ultrafilter then ✷λ fails. We can show that ✷µ fails
for many more cardinals.
Proposition 8.6. Suppose that λ is singular, and D is a (λ, λ)-regular
not (cf λ, cf λ)-regular ultrafilter. Then there is µ < λ such that for
every κ with µ ≤ κ ≤ λ D is (κ+, κ+)-regular and ✷κ fails. Moreover,
either
(a) µ is singular, or
(b) λ = µ+ω, µ is a regular limit ω-weakly-Mahlo cardinal, and D is
(µ, λ)-regular.
Proof. We shall show that there exists some µ < λ such that µ > cfλ
and D is (κ+, κ+)-regular for every κ with µ ≤ κ ≤ λ. This necessarily
implies that ✷κ fails. Suppose by contradiction that ✷κ holds for some
κ with µ ≤ κ ≤ λ. Then Theorem 2.10 implies that D is (κ′, κ′)-
regular for every κ′ ≤ µ, but this contradicts the assumption that D is
not (cfλ, cfλ)-regular, since µ > cfλ.
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Now we show how to find µ as above. By Proposition 2.6, D is
(λ′, λ)-regular for some λ′ < λ. By Corollary 5.8 and 1.1(xi), D is
(λ+, λ+)-regular.
Suppose that λ has not the form ν+ω for some ν. Then there is a
singular cardinal µ with λ′ < µ < λ and µ > cfλ, hence by 1.1(i) D is
(κ+, κ+)-regular for every κ with µ ≤ κ < λ, and we fall in case (a).
Hence we can suppose that λ has the form ν+ω for some ν; hence
cf λ = ω; moreover, without loss of generality, we can suppose that ν is
a limit cardinal. D is (ν+, λ)-regular by [Lp5, Corollary B], stated here
as Theorem 2.15(ii), hence, by 1.1(i), D is (κ+, κ+)-regular for every κ
with ν ≤ κ < λ.
If ν is singular, just take µ = ν, and we are in case (a). Hence,
suppose that ν is a regular cardinal. Again by [Lp5, Corollary B], D
is (ν, λ)-regular. Since cf λ = ω and D is not (cf λ, cf λ)-regular, then
necessarily ν > ω. If ν is ω-weakly-Mahlo, then (b) holds with µ = ν.
By 1.1(i), D is (ν, ν)-regular, and if ν is not ω-weakly-Mahlo, then the
result from [CˇCˇ] stated here as Theorem 2.19 implies that D is either
(µ, ν)-regular for some µ < ν, or (µ, µ)-regular for all µ < ν. By 1.1(i),
and since ν is a limit cardinal of uncountable cofinality, we can choose
µ to be a singular cardinal in such a way that µ > cfλ = ω. Hence we
are in case (a). 
Parts of the above proof of Proposition 8.6 essentially appeared, in a
somewhat hidden form, in the course of the proof of [Lp1, Proposition
0.22].
The next proposition appeared in a previous version of this paper,
where it has been used in order to show that if µ is a singular cardinal
of cofinality ω, λω < µ and the ultrafilter D is (λ, µ)-regular, then D
is either µ-decomposable or µ+-decomposable, a result now subsumed
by Theorem 5.7, via 1.1(i).
However, the next proposition appears to be of independent interest;
the main idea of its proof is probably due to R. Solovay (see [Ket1, p.
74]).
Proposition 8.7. If D is (λ, µ)-regular and κ-complete then D is
((λ<κ)+, µ<κ)-regular. Actually, if ν<κ < λ<κ for every ν < λ then
D is (λ<κ, µ<κ)-regular.
Proof. Let Xα (α ∈ µ) witness the (λ, µ)-regularity of D (Form I). For
y ⊆ µ with |y| < κ let Zy =
⋂
α∈yXα. Each Zy is in D, since D is
κ-complete. If x ⊆ µ with |x| < λ then |{Zy|y ⊆ x, |y| < κ}| ≤ |x|
<κ.
Thus, if Y ⊆ Sκ(µ) and |Y | > ν
<κ for every ν < λ, then | ∪ Y | ≥
λ; hence
⋂
y∈Y Zy =
⋂
α∈∪Y Xα = ∅. Since |Sκ(µ)| = µ
<κ the Zy’s
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witness the ((λ<κ)+, µ<κ)-regularity of D, respectively, the (λ<κ, µ<κ)-
regularity of D if the assumption in the second statement holds. 
The following interesting corollary is hardly mentioned in the litera-
ture.
Corollary 8.8. If κ is µ-compact, µ is singular and cf µ < κ then κ
is µ+-compact.
Proof. By µ-compactness there is a κ-complete (κ, µ)-regular ultrafilter
D. By Proposition 8.7 with (cf µ)+ in place of κ, D is (κcf µ, µcf µ)-
regular, since κ is strongly inaccessible. Since µcf µ > µ, then D is
(κ, µ+)-regular by 1.1(i), hence κ is µ+-compact. 
Some of the results presented in this paper have been obtained in
1995, while the author was visiting the University of Cagliari. A pre-
liminary version of this paper has been circulating since 1996. That
version contained essentially all the results proved in Sections 2, 3 and
5 here. The introduction, too, had been written in 1996 (at that time,
one had the feeling that independence results were taken in much more
consideration than ZFC results; now things are rapidly changing).
Slightly less general versions of the results in Section 4 have been
announced in the abstract [Lp7].
We have announced further results about regularity of ultrafilters
in the abstracts [Lp6] and [Lp7]; however we have found a gap in a
proof, so that some statements in [Lp6, Lp7] have to be considered as
problems, or conjectures, so far.
This work has been performed under the auspices of GNSAGA (CNR).
Problem 8.9. Which results about regularity of ultrafilters (in partic-
ular, which results of the present paper) hold assuming just the Prime
Ideal Theorem, rather than the Axiom of Choice?
We wish to express our warmest gratitude to an anonymous referee
for a careful reading of the manuscript, for a great deal of suggestions
that helped improve the exposition and for detecting some inaccuracies.
Last but not least, we appreciate encouragement in our efforts to “keep
this neglected area of set theory alive”.
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